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Attaches of the district attorney's peace and quiet so that they may go
ber of shares valued at $1 a share at train scheduled for arrival here Sunors who come here at this
Chicago, 111., Feb. 27. Pearly Wight, able to cope with the situation wlthoffice admitted today that Franklin's
time find quarters.
day afternoon is also expected in late
Continued on Pago Four.
j
(Contmuaa on page Five.)
'.out
From
punishment would be light.
(Continued
Four.)
i
Page
Page
Four.)
(Continued
today.
The State Board of Equalization met
yesterday and decided to raise the
valuation on the railroad property of
the state fifteen per cent over that
placed by the territorial board at its
January session. The board went in
session at 10 o'clock this morning to
consider the advisability of raising
the valuation on other public utility
property. The state must raise about
$200,000 additional in taxes to meet
the expenses of the new state government. The representatives of the public utilities corporations doing business in New Mexico were present and
the increase was adopted over their
protests. The public utilities corporations pay, under the old levy, more
than thirty-twper cent of the taxes,
the representatives of the companies
assert.
Values other than those set on railfollow:
road property this morning
Banks, 50 per cent of capital stock,
surplus and undivided profits; Irrigated agricultural lands $25 an acre;
agricultural lands without permanent
water rights, $1.25; orchard lands,
$10; timber lands west of the Rio
Crande $7; timber lands east of the
Kio Grande, $4.50; all other timber
lands $2.25; cattle north of the thirty-fifth
parallel, $12 a head; cattle
scuth of the thirty-fiftparallel $11;
swine $3; telegraph and telephone
lines, 15 per cent Increase.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 27. Ice 24 inch-
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Perry left her husband and went to
live with the Webster woman. Perry
HEAD WAS SCALY
tried to get her to go buck to him,
Heartburn, Gas, Dyspepsia and Other but she refused.
Stomach Misery Ended With a
ALL CAME OUT
Little Diapepsin.
Just Weary of Life.
of
the
First
cashier
George Harris,
If what you Just ate is souring on
National bank at Rocky Ford, Coloyour stomach or lies like a lump of
in Red
commuted suicide by sBooting And Baby's Face Broke Out
lead, refusing to digest, or you belch rado,
on Hands and
himself
in
office
in
the
the
bank
head
Bumps.
Spread
gas and eructate sour, undigested
at (i o'clock tonight. The bouy was
Arms. Got Worse All the Time.
food, or have a feeling of Dizziness,
found
cashJohn
assistant
by
Richert,
Bad
Heartburn, Fullness, Nausea,
taste in mouth and stomach htedache ier, who went to the bank in search Mother Says, "I Don't Think Anyof Harris at the request of the lat
this is Indigestion.
thing Else Would Have Cured
ter wife. When Harris did not reA full case of Pape's Diapepsin
Him Except Cuticura."
costs only 50 cents and will thorough- turn home at the usual hour, Mrs.
called
teleon
Harris
bank
the
the
ly cure your
stomach, and
" vThen my first baby was six months old
leave sufficient about the house in phone. Getting no reply, she phoned
he broke out on his head with little bumps.
case some one else in the family may to Richert. Harris evidently had sat
They would dry
up and leave a
suffer from stomach trouble or Indi- down upon the floor and placed the
scale.
Then It
revolver at his left temple. The bulgestion.
would break out
and it
again
Ask your pharmacist to show you let tore away a part of the skull on
spread all over his
head. All the hair
the formula plainly printed on these the right side. Death was probably
Ciime out and his
cases, then you will under- instantaneous. Not many minutes
head was scaly all
over. Then his
stand why Dyspeptic trouble of all could have elapsed after the shooting
face broke out all
before
the
A
body was discovered.
kinds must go, and why Diapepsin
over in red bumps
note
on
found
as
desk
and
it kept spreadHarris'
read
relieves
sour,
always
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
ing until it was
stomachs or Indigestion in five min- follows: "Life is not worth living. I
on his hands and
WITH
ALL CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE
REGISTER TICKETS
arms. I bought several boxes of ointment, gave
utes. Diapepsin
is harmless and am tired of it all."
him blood medicine, and had two doctors to
tastes like candy, though each dose
treat him, but lie got worse ail the time. He
had it about six months when a friend told
contains power sufficient to digest PATRIOTIC EXERCISES AT
me about Cuticura. I sent and got a bottle
and prepare for assimilation into the
.PANISH AMERICAN NORMAL, of Cuticura Resolvent, a cake of Cuticura
Soap and a box of Cuticura Ointment. In
blood all the food you eat; besides, it
three days after using them he began to
makes you go to the table with a Washington's Birthday
Improve. He began to take long naps and
Anniversary
to stop scratching his head. After taking
healthy appetite; but, what will please
Rendered With Great
two bottles of Resolvent, two boxes of OintProgram
ment and three cakes of Soap he was sound
you most, is that you will feel that
Success at El Rito.
and well, and never had any breaking out of
your stomach and intestines are clean
anv kind. His hair came out in little curls
over his head. 1 don't think anything
and fresh, and you will not need to
El Rito, N. M., Feb. 27. Because of all
else would have cured him except Cuticura.
for
or
liver pills
resort to laxatives
the cold it was deemed inadvisable to
have bought Cuticura Ointment and
"I several
Biliousness or Constipation.
times since to use for cuts and
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
give the Washington Da program as Soap
have never known them to fail to
and
sores
This city will have many Diapepsin
cure what I put them on. Cuticura Soap is
in the open, in front ol
contemplated
the best that I have ever used for toilet
ALFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages cranks, as some people will call them, the Normal. Instead it was nostoond
purposes." (Signed) Mrs. F. E. Harmon,
but you will be cranky about this until
K. F. D. 2. Atoka, Tenn., Sept. 10, 1910.
Friday afternoon when the pusplendid stomach preparation, too, if
Soap and Ointment sold throughin the various classy aided in outCuticura
pils
Fe
the world. Send to Potter Drug & Chem.
The only exclusive grain house in
or
you ever try a little for Indigestion
16B, Boston, for a liberal sample
Dept.
Corp.,
the
rendering
following
piogram:
book on the skin.
with 3
Gastritis or any other Stomach
of each,
Welcome Address Marcos Pacheco.
misery.
"America."
Get somo Pape's Diapepsin now.
Inaugural Address of Washinsion work, with 12,000 still on strike.
this minute, and forever rid yourself
Eusebio Romero.
Phone Black
Six women charged with violating
Phone Black of Stomach Trouble and Indigestion.
T?tT
Washington and Lincoln Fidel
a city ordinance in obstructing sidewalks and molesting passers by, were
Ain't It Fine Today?
Why We Honor Wns'lingtou
given a hearing in the police court.
Sure this world is full of trouble
Chavez.
The court found them guilty and imI ain't said it ain't.
Our Love for Wes,iiiiirioi
Herman posed fines of $3 each.
Lord, I've had enough an' double
Gallegos.
In Defense of Massachusetts.
Reason for complaint.
of
Superiority
Washington
D. C, Feu. 27. The
Washington,
to
come
fret
Rain an' storm have
Rael.
strike situation in Lawrence, Mass.,
me.
"Hail Columbia."
was taken up in the House today, but
On the road but, say,
Our National Flig Gennimo Ar- an effort to
fine
inquire into the alleged
Ain't it
today?
chuleta.
abuses of strikers by soldiers anti poWashington as a ao!dier-Wii;ia- m
lice failed. Representative Wilson of
What's the use of always weepin'
Gallegos.
Pennsylvania, chairman of the ComMakin'- trouble last?
Washington as a Statesman Juan mittee on Labor, sought authorization
What's the use of always keepin'
S. Rael.
for his committee to undertake an in
Thinking of the past?
The Birthday of W.fihaigt.on W
He had introduced a resvestigation.
Each must have his tribulation,
pomeeeno Vigil.
olution providing
for the
$10,000
Water with his wine.
Love of Country Praxedes Rael.
work.
Gillette of
Life ain't no celebration.
Representative
At Mt. Vernon Manuel Griego.
Massachusettes,
promptly
Trouble? I've had mine ..
objected
333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot
Washington and Education Enri- and defended his state. He said he
But today is fine.
que Rael.
was certain Massachusetts would be
PHONE, RED 100.
"Golden Years."
able to cope with the situation with
It's today that I am livin'
Our Duty Carlos Gonzales.
out the aid of the federal government.
Not a month ago.
The Revolutionary War Katherine
Under the rules of the House, the mat
Havin,' losin,' takin', givin,'
McWiiliams.
ter went over.
As time wills it so.
A Great Man Lorenzo Herrera.
Resolution Voted Down.
Yesterday a cloud of sorrow
Our Army and Navy. Cleofes MarFell across the way;
Washington, D. C, Feb. 27. By 24
tinez.
to 38, the Senate voted down today a
It may rain again tomorrow,
The Declaration of Independence
motion to table the Poindexter reso
It may rain, but say,
Jesusita Gallegos.
lution for investigation of the Law
Ain't it fine today?
Washington and Our Schools and rence strike.
Douglas Malloch.
Jose
Colleges
M, Quintana.
'
"New Mexico."
How Cold Affects the Kidneys.
Bravery of Washington Jas. Mc- Avoid taking cold if your kidneys are
Wiiliams.
ABOUND THE STATE
sensitive. Cold
congests the kid
Our Constitution Amelia Chavez.
neys, throws too much work upon
The Washington Arch in New them, and weakens their action. Se9
York Josefina Lopez.
rious kidney trouble and even Bright'
in
in
Smuggler Killed James Enos.
The Nineteenth of April, 1775 Lu disease may result. Strengthen yout
James Enos was murdered by smugkidneys, get rid of the pain and sore
glers at El Paso, Texas. He was a cia Chavez.
a Model?
member of the Fraternal Brotherhood.
Why is Washington
ness, build them up by the timely use
of Foley Kidney Pills. Tonic In acJuan Lopez.
Discovered Dead By Neighbors.
Statesmanship of
Washingto- n- tion, quick in results.
Francisco Sais was found dead in Fares Martinez.
his rooms at El Paso. He was 40
CALL FOR BIDS FOR BRIDGE.
Farewell Address Derie Dixon.
Ion Caspar Avenue
Bids are invited for the construc
years old and a woodchoppw by oc- Life of Washington Paul Gallegos.
tion of a bridge across the Arroyo
"Mr. Vernon Bells."
cupation.
Plans
At the close fitting remarks were Tenorio, Don Gaspar avenue.
Victims of White Slavery Vanish.
made by President Geo. Martin, who and specifications may be inspected at
Arriving in Denver for the purpose expresses himself well pleased with the office of the mayor of the city of
of aiding in the prosecution of the the efforts of the
Fe. Bids will be opened on
pupils. Those tak Santa
men they claimed had attempted to ing
in the exercises spoke clearly, March 1, 1912, at 3 p m. The city repart
sell them into "white slavery," Lillian
serves the right to reject any or all
distinctly and slowly, so that every bids.
Hunt and Clara Tucker dropped com- word was understood.
It is a plea
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
pletely out of sight.
sure to note how well the Spanish- Mayor
American children adapt themselves to Attest:
T. P. DELGADO, Clerk.
Husband Worth Just $2.
the
celebrations
various
and with
TO
The affections of a husband are what
will they endeav
worth but $2, according to the decision or to spirit and good was
please. Regret
expressed at
of a jury at St. Joseph, Mo., which
There Is more Catarrh In this secthe lack of an adequate assembly
returned its findings in the alienation rcom
tion of the country than all other diswnere
all
could
com
gather
si.it of Mrs. Mabel Holt for $20,000
SflVP MnflPV and ,nconven,ence by Purchasing Weils
eases
and until the last
Lewis F. fortably and where those participat- few put together,
against her father-in-lawas supposed to he incuriUUllvJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
years
would
do
much
better.
ing
Holt.
able. For a great many years doctors
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
ONE
pronounced it local disease and preTRUST
COULD
Making it Hard for the Ladies.
NOT GOBBLE OTHER. scribed local remedies, and by con"Is there any other man in the
U S., Canada, Mexico
stantly failing to "ure with local
"countries'11
Throughout
case?'' "Did you come here alone,
it incurable.
treatment,
pronounced
Presidential
National
Com
"Are
Packing
you
and, if not, who with?"
Science has proven catarrh to be a
pany Made Main Effort to Buy
alone and where?" Judges Orr
living
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
constitutional disease an' therefore
Out Rival Concern.
and Moran, who grant 90 per cent of
treatment.
requires constitutional
all the divorces in Nevada, are now
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
Leased
to
New
Wire
woSpecial
(By
to
Mexican)
the
foregoing questions
putting
Lawrence,
Mass., Feb. 23. Five F . J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
men who seek decrees at Reno.
D.
women pickets said to have used per the only constitutional cure on the
suasion which approached violence market. It is taken internally in
First Kiss is Worth Five Dollars.
A St. Louis judge was called upon to keep employes from going to work doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
to say whether he, when a young man, in the textile mills, and one man, ac It acts directly on the blood and muwould have been the claimant to a cused of throwing pepper in a police cous surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred dollars for any case
kiss from a pretty girl if an arrest and man's eyes, were arrested today.
fine had been the penalty. His judiThe plan to export children to it fails to cure. Send for circulars
cial opinion was that Eugene Veneji, Philadelphia has been abandoned, it and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toa tailor, 19 years old, should pay $5 i. understood, and aside from the
to
Successor
and costs for kissing Miss Celia Char-bula- children who are to be sent with a ledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
who is just 16 years and said committee of strikers tomorrow, there
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
Takes Hall's Family Pills for conshe never was kissed before.
be
no
ones
little
may
sent away in
stipation.
groups.
first-clas- s
Pneumonia and Death Follow HoneyCity Marshal Sullivan intimated he
moon.
may prevent the children going unless
First-ClasMarshall
s
The honeymoon of Elijah
Also
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
the court decides he is acting con NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
millionaire lumAllen, the
trary to law.
ana
bride,
his
ber
trader,
310 San Fracisco St.
Phone Main 310
Indications are that the mills have
EXPRESS LINE.
ended with the aged man's death at St. made further
in the number of
gains
SANTA FE, N. M.
who
Vincent's hospital. His girl wTfe,
at work. It is estimated
50166
was Mattie Laura Walker, a vivacious operatives
there are now 18,000 operatives at
brunette In comic opera. Is reported
Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon
to be near death from pneumonia, unAUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE,
der care of her mother, in an uptown
apartment. She was too seriously 111 Prize Winning Recipe for Raisin Bread
AND- Soak one yeast cake In 1 12 cups of
tonight to be told of her husband's
potato water; mix in enougn nour to
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
death.
For Best Laundry Work
maxe a sun rjatter; neat nve minutes.
stand over nigrht. In the morninsr
La Saiie
scald two cups sweet milk. Into which
Sin Leads to Murder and Suicide.
put one rounded tablespoon cottolene,
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Jerome L. Perry, an employe of 1 tablespoon salt, 8 tablespoons sugar.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.!
milk Is lukewarm mix with the
the Denver & Rio Grande, at Salida, When
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
yeast; add enough flour to make a stiff
"com-nion
Telephone II.
Colorado, shot and killed his
batter; beat about ten minutes; let rise.
When sufficiently raised add two cups
law" wife, Lilly Perry, and then of
Two
Below F. Andrews Store.
Doors
seeded or seedless
mix; add
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop sent a bullet through his own brain. more flour and kneadraisins;
until dough Is Regular Meals 25 cents.
Mir
Silveiing,! SATISFACTION
let rise. Make Into loaves and
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
Although part of Perry's skull was smooth;
bake one hour. When baked wet top
P.tiJitno nn (It flee
of
alive.
loaves
is
with sugar and hot water to
torn
still
he
PhysiShort Orders at All Hours.
away,
2
No.
Red
Red No. 23.
Phone
ANTEED
Phone,
too
the
crust
hard.
jGUAR
becoming
and Brass
cians say he cannot live. The shoot- prevent
This recipe won the grand prize in BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
ing occurred in the home of Mrs. Ida the California Raisin Growers' bread
PAUL P. LACASSACiNE'
"r? a New Mexican want td. I Webster, a friend of Mrs. Perry's. A contest. The use of Cottolene as short- French Noodle Order TOc a dlaa,
305 San Francisco Street.
b lnro result.
Kw Terk Chop Suey He.
few months ago, it is said, Mrs. ening is significant

The Little Store

27. 1912..

INDIGESTION GOES
IN FIVE MINUTES

HI

Again Reminds You of the Superior

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

"

Hp?

the

Always the Leader

0

HINGtS

C

O CLASPS

Q

NT

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

5YOU GET "DOWN WEIGHT,-- ' '. UP QUALITY AND A FAIR PRICE
WHEN YOU BUY HARDWARE FROM US.
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN HARDWARE FROM
A CARPET TACK UP.
MICE AND RATS DON'T LIKE OUR TRAPS, BUT YOU WILL
LIKE OUR BUSINESS METHODS. OUR TRAPS HOLD MICE AND
RATS AND OUR SQUARE DEAL METHODS WILL HOLD YOUR
BUSINESS.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If Its Hardware

Phone 14.

We Have

It

Pnone

14

Santa

post-fre- e,

45

LinncUf
llUKVH

I

Better Farming in New Mexico.
This Littte Gasoline Engine Will Pump 1000 Gallons
of Water Against 100 ft. Head-

45

uon i consider ine cost,
it you
have work for a Gasoline Engine
see us about it.
The price will
be surprisingly low. If you have
a secondhand gasoline engine you
don't need, let us know.

One-sim-

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

" The

Eze-qui-

GORMLEY'S

LIVERY STABLE
When
Need of Anything
the
Furnished
Line.
Drivers
Livery
RATES

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

1

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
AH Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Leave orders

Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry.

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

2K"

FRANK M. JONES,

j

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

.

REAL ESTATE

RIGHT.

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
chards- Ranches With and Without Improvements.
-

CHAS. CLOSSON

Or, Phone No. Red 76

For Full Information Call,

WHOLESALE
AID RETAIL

Goal

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

General Express Forwarders
All

FE.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

'Phone 9

STORE, SANTA

MERCHANDISE

-

Quality Coal."

Cali up

GENERAL

Wood
Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA

Parts of The World

Near A. T.

A 8.

AVENUE
F. Depot,

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone

Steam Coal.

Telephone 85

JuTC

WEARS AGENTS EOft

.

ORDERS FORfc
ENGRAVED CARDS, INVITATIONS , PERSONAL AND BUSINESS,
STATIONERY , Etc. May be left with us with, the assurance that the
work when, completed will mark, the user as"CcA-ect'aiumeet every reguire-men- t
of the most discriminating taste.

BARNES, Agent.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY
"THE QUALITY SHOP,",
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

THE STAR BARN
J. R. CREATH,

P O RATED

B

A$D.
MANUFACTURING ENGRAVERS

.

livery rigs,

IN CO

LOUISVILLE. KY.
WE LEADING STATIONERS

j

J.

Harcourt &. Co.

J

HACK SERVICE.

FIRST-CLAS- S

For Hire

at Popular Prices

CORRICK'S HACK LINE.

ft

Buggies and Saddle Horses.
THEODORE

CORRICK, Prop'r.

Phone Black 132.

Phone Black

Imperial Laundry

SIGN
PAINTING
.r

tt

Restaurant

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

Phone us, we will tw glad to call for
TAOS
BARRANCA
your laundry on Mondays and TuesNorth South
days and deliver on Thursdays and Meets Both
Fridays.
Bounds
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
are mended and buttons sewed en
the north bound train and arrives at
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taoa at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
way. Good cove re Hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished eommerc'al men to take In
Try a New Mexican Treat Ad. It the surrounding towns. Win KnbHdo
Station.
ortngs result

TO

Trains.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1912.

No
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Profit! How to be Certain of m mm

SOLD

L

Have Your Easter Suit

Prejudice is a hard thing to over- - than any other laxative.
come, Dut wnere nealtD is at staKe and
Letters recently received from Mr.
the opinion of thousands of reliable Win. Dehlin, 924 Coeur D'Alene St
people miters trom yours, prejudice couer D Aiene, Idaho, and Miss Una
then becomes your menace and you Beues, Sebastopol, Calif., are but a
to lay it aside. This is said of thousands showing the esteem in
in the interest of people
suffering which lr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is
from chronic constipation, and it is 'held. It is mild, gentle,
worthy of their attention.
inot violent, like salts or cathartics. It
In the opinion of legions of reliable cures gradually and pleasantly so that
American people the most stubborn i.i time nature again does its own
constipation imaginable can be cured! work without outside aid. Constlpat-ba brief use of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup ed people owe it to themselves to use
Pepsin. You may not have heard of it this grand bowel specific,
before, but do not doubt its merits on
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
that account, or because it has not this remedy before buying it in the
It has sold regular way of a druggist at fifty cents
been blatantly advertised.
very successfully on wora of mouth; or one dollar a large bottle (familv
recommendation.
Parents are giving size) can have a sample bottle sent to
it to their children today who were the home free of charge by simply
it by their parents, and it has! dressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 40r Wash- been truthfully said that more
St., Montieello, 111. Your name
gists use it personally ;n their families and address on a postal card will do.

ME

BUSINESS

Curing Constipation

SIMPLY OUR OWN LABOR

PAGE THREE

M.

RIGHT

Latest Electric Labor Saving Governor Mcdonald Delivers
Machinery Is InHelpful Address
stalled
Yesterday

few-oug-

MADE BY THE

Capital Tailors

y

And You Will Surely
Save From

ALL

LCE1M0

SUM

MOTHERS' CLUB IN

SESSION

Safety Devices to Prevent Pain- Public Gardens. Tardiness and
City Sanitation
cussed.

ful Accidents to
Operators.

j

Dis-

HOW BLOOD IS MADE.

The liquids and the digested foods in the alimentary canal pass
tho
wall of the canal into the blood. This process is called absorption and through
takes placa
ciiieiiy from tiie sir.uil intestine.
After abiorpnon the blood carries the iood
through the body, and each cell takes from the biood the food it needs. A pure
glyceric extract made from bloodroot, mandrake, stone, queen's root and golden
and sold by drufists for the
forty rears under the ncme of Dr. Pierce's
o.dca .vljuicul Liiscoveo'i (jives p:it
uniformly excellent. results as a tunic to help
in the assinuiiatircn of thr fn...) onH in tl,
- ..t .i... ir....k
K., ft,. M.kc.rti.-it requires.
rii'!;ccte the poisons from the blood with this alterative extract
which does not shria the white blood corr.uscies. because C0!::a:nin no alcohol or
other injurious i,;rcdicn.'s.
Thus the hudy can be built
disease. This is a tonic taken from
i.p
strong t) re:
Nature's !ardcn thct bu:k's up those w eakened by disease.
Dr. Pierce, founder of Jhe Invalids' Motel at Buffalo,
N. V., 1 as received many ieiters similar to toe following :
Mr.. Fred n. Mi'vho. of Paradise, N. S., writes: "I take irreat
ivn-- ; y.. i
in
mem's, iny : c i u- -, cure. In (irptenv-,'- :
eikt.-:-i
r. "l'i'ti T:iihout
whkh put me in adreadfti
1 v.hs
d'mm, tirrvong and ixx reduced to amcrc
uri'k,
Ion. I
cricl m:st everything I could ret but nothing did rr.r
any ku1 ui.oUu latt. 1 was artvisol
to try Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery, and 'Pleasant Pellets,- which 1 did. Before 1 had used one
Nittle
a preat improvement and when I had usei this treatment
two months, usinir only a .fewvials of 'Pleasant Pellets.' returned to
perfect health. I cannot find words to express my thankfulness for
this wonderful medicine. 1 advise alt eulierera to write to Dr. IC V.
F. K. Mu.neo, Esa.
Pierct;, as he cures when others fail."

rn

The Mothers' Club met yesterday
The Santa Fe Electric Laundry
fired up, blew its whistle and began afternoon at the high school building
the operation this morning of the best and a most interesting and instruclegates, chairman, Klfigo Gomez, at
equipped laundry in i he southwest. tive program was given. The ad- GET DOWN ON KNEES
AND PRAY TO GOD! school house district. 9.
With a building built expressly for dress of the afternoon was delivered
who
lai.ndry purposes, at the corner of b Governor V. C. .McDonald,
Precinct No. 10. Stanley, 2 delegates,
.Jefferson and Water streets, and the gave his views of the responsibility (iJy Special Leased V.'ire to New Mexican) chairman, H. C. Kiusell, at school
finest electric equipment that money of the parents in
with
Fort Worth, Texas, Fob. 27. "Get
could buy, Manager A. C. Koch and the teachers in the education and down on your knees and pray to AlPrecinct No. 11, Golden, 1 delethe city can well be proud of the new discipline of the children of the public mighty God for wisdom in reaching
gate, chairman, Escolastico Martinez,
industry which the enterprise of a schools. The women of New Mexico a. verdict but send me no more com- at school house.
PROMINENT IRRIGATION
prospect of water is selling for one few Santa Feans have made possible. had the right, to vote at school elec- munications."
Precinct No. 12, I.amy, 3 delegates,
A trip through the laundry is a delight
ENGINEER AT DEMING. hundred dollars per acre."
Sich was the message sent to the chairman, Roque Tudesque, at, school
tions, he reminded them, but to vote
to
all
one
in
at
interested
mechanics
Mr. Sanborn expressed himself as
intelligently they must study the sub- jury m the trial of .1. 11. Sneed today house.
machine for evafter Judge Swayno had been informof school legislation.
Water can be Pumped for Irrigation follows concerning the proper method as there is a special
Precinct No. 13, Glorieta, 3 deleject
ery operation of washing, wringing,
of installing wells in this valley:
ed that the jury wished to report fi- gates, chairman, Antonio Gurulo, at
at Profit From Depth of 100 to
of
In
with
the
harmony
sugges'ton
foldand
drying,
mangling
starching,
"I think the "California
method"
750 Feet.
the governor the program committee nally its disagreement. Sneed's trial Taber's Store.
ing each class of garments.
cais the proper one. The stove-pipended Saturday.
He was accused of
Precinct No. 11, Chimayo, 4 deleIn the household and family wash announced that the subject of the
the murder of Captain A. G. Iloyce, gates, chairman, Reyes Ortega, at
Deming, N. M., Feb. 26. Kings- sing is forced down by jacks followlegisla-Th,- .
next
school
would
be
meeting
a
rent
ing department is operated
bury Sanborn, one of the most promi- ing the drill, and when the desired duplex ironer of the latest
ition and allied subjects. It. was also Sr., whose son eloped with Sneed's school house.
type
wife.
nent irrigation engineers of Califor- depth, is reached, the casing conti- machine irons both
Precinct No. 15, Santa Cruz, 2 deof such ar- announced that Judge X. 15. Latighlin
sides
gravel is per- ticles as sheets, towels and
authority on guous to
nia, and
legates, chairman, Bias Quintana, at
and Superintendent Alvau X. White
napkins
First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
school house.
underground water and the pumping forated. With this method, I con- and other "flat work" at the same would talk on the subject. Governor
was the case with Mrs. W. S.
That
o? water tor irrigation, has been in sider it quite likely that artesian time thus
Precinct. No. lfi, Santa. Cruz, 4 deleYV.
C.
club
McDonald
wear
the
the
assured
with
doing away
Ky. "My wife gates, chairman, Alfredo Lucero, at
Deming for the past week investigat- water can be developed here, and am and tear of putting them through a that he would be glad to attend their Bailey, McCreary,
at school house.
ing possibilities of irrigation and agri- certain that the lift for pumping can machine twice. Run by its own motor meetings and take part in their dis- was taken down with a severe
cultural development in the Mimbres be materially reduced. It is import- It irons twenty linear feet, 10(1 inches cussion at any time. An effort will tack of la grippe, which run ints
Precinct No. 17, Santa Fe, 7 deleonchitis. She coughed as tho' she gates, chairman, C. C.
Valley for the purpose of reporting ant to reach a lower strata than is wide, a minute. It is equipped with the he made to gain the
Closson, at
of
had
not
could
consumption and
sleep Fred Lopez Hall.
to a 'group of California capitalists reached by the wells you have here latest safety device insuring perfect all the mothers'
club and parent-teache- r at
night. The first bottle of Foley's
who are contemplating
investments at present, as the lower strata ere security to the operator against pinchPrecinct No. 18, Santa Fe, 7 deleorganizations in the state Honey and
Compound gave her gates, chairman, R. L. Baca, at the
enmore dependable and their waters rise ing or burning.
here. Mr, Sanborn is consulting
towards
foster
ti
legislation looking
so much relief that
she continued Court House.
gineer for the Riverside Water Co., nearer the surface, thus reducing the
The four large washers of the latest the welfare of the child and the
rl until she was permanently
using
head."
Precinct. No. J9, Madrid, 2 delegaCitizen'3
for
the
pumping
Riverside, California,
design cleanses the linen with the school.
cured." For sale by all druggists.
tes, chairman, Anto. G. Armijo, at
ater Co., San Jacinto, Caiuornia,
Speaking of his own work in Cali- - least possible amount of friction while
13.
.V.
Mrs.
Laughlin read a paper
school house.
and for various other similar con- fornia, Mr. Sanborn gave the follow- the centrifugal water extractor wrings
afternoon on the subject of CALL FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY
Precinct No. 2(1, San Pedro, 2 dele
cerns in California, Arizona and New ing account of the restoration of arte- out lhe moisture without apparent, ef- yesterday
CONVENTION
"Public Garden"" and an effort will
gates, chairman,
Mexico.
He has made irrigation en- sian flow in the San Bernardino Ba- fort. These two machines have a very he made to secure suitable
Apolonio Romero,
at
a
to
resolution
Pursuant
in,
passed
ground,
gineering a business for the last sin: "After seven years of drought, clever safety device, the lids acting vacant lots favorably located, for the a meeting ot tne Kjpuoncan uentrai at school house.
Precinct No. 21, Otto, 1 delegate,
twenty-fivyears and devised the sys- the wells of this basin ceased to How. as levers starting or stopping the ma- purpose of
teaching elementary agri- Committee, of the County of Santa Fe chairman, Otto Goetz, at Goetz' store.
tem for restoring the artesian flow-i- We bought several thousand acres of chine as they are closed or opened. culture to the
a
called
New
is
there
Mexico,
hereby
children
of
the
city.
If the clothes are not to be starched
Precinct No. 22, Nambe, 2 dele
San Bernardino basin in California. lands along the river course at the
are taken from the washers to Mayor Seligman has promised that Delegate Convention of the Republi-be gates, chairman, Kpimenio Romero, at
He came here last week from
to
upper edge of the basin, built a dam they
the city will furnish, the water and can party of Santa Fe county,
school house.
where he had been employed by across the Santa Ana river to hold the drying rooms of which there are otherwise
in the move- held at the Court House of the counheated
steam
two,
and
ventilated
Precinct No. 23, Rio del Medio, 1
by
comthe Pecos Valley Investment
the storm waters, and conducted the a
of Santa Fe, on Sat
in
(he
ment.
City
ty,
large electric fan. A few minutes
delegate,
chairman, Romulo Benavi- pany in laying out their water dis water in ditches over porous ground
2
for
o'clock
March
at
m.,
p.
2,
For a clean and more sanitary city urday,
in these rooms and they are 'as dry!
at
school house.
des,
tribution system on its tract near causing !t to sink In the sand and ar:
dele
of
the Mothers' Club will join with the the purpose
electing eighteen
tinder."
Precinct, No. 24, Kennedy, 1 dele
Roswell.
gravel, thus forcing it into the under- Clothes that are starched may be Woman's Board of Trade, Chamber of gates to represent said party of said gate, chairman, Guadalupe
Montoya,
Asked concerning his impressions flow instead of allowing it to follow
Con
in
State
the
county
Republican
sent to either of two electric starch-ers- , Commerce, and Fifteen Club to urge
at G. Montoya's house.
of this valley, Mr. Sanborn expressed the channel of the river and waste
one starches neck bands and cuffs the matter of sanitation on the at- vention, to be held at the Hall of Re
The
meetings must be called to or
as follows: "I think Deming self in the sea. By continually divert-ha- s of shirts and shirt waists
and another tention of the citizens of Santa ie. presentatives at the State Capitol on der exactly at the hour specified for
the most elegant body of irrigable ing the water in this way, we raised starches dress shirts. There are four Two
2 o'clock p. m., to
March
at
1912,
8th,
for
a
were
days
general c.eauing
each precinct by the precinct chair
we land surrounding it that I have ever the water level of the basin 40 feet ironing machines besides the very proposed
and March 7 definitely set elect, eight delegates of the Republi- man designated, if
present, if not
run across in my long experience in and caused many old artesian wells to large one before described, each one as the date for the first round. The can party of the State to Attend the
other
any
by
been
present,
Republican who
I
have
sections.
of
said
actually flow again that had not flowed hrore designed to smoothe a different partj following were appointed on a com-o- f National Convention
Republi voted
irrigated
the straight Republican ticket
been unable to find in all this great for a period of ten years. This method
the shirt or shirt waist. The cuffs! mittee to give the subiect nublicitv: can party, to be held in Chicago, June at the State
election. Should there
prices. extent of valley any poor land. It of filling any artesian basin will carry are pressed not ironed into shape and Mesdames Laughlin, Friday and 18th, 1912.ba more than one nomination
for
is uniformly level, rich, easy of culti- - any area dependent upon its water the edges are smoothed by a special at-conventions
To that end primary
Sparks.
chairman of the meeting, the person
various
in
called
rare
the
vation, and is, generally, the finest through a period of
pre
drouth, tachment on the machine destroying
hereby
A.
J.
Wood
a
Superintendent
gave
calling' the meeting to order will
body of land that I have ever seen. We have demonstrated that the basin possible "saw"' edges. The first ironer talk and pointed suggestions on "Tar- cincts of said county, to he held in cause a division to be had and count
be so
The water conditions here are superb, referred to has row sufficient water mangles the neck band, the next the diness and Its Cause," in which he precincts Nos. 3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 17 and
the persons voting for each nominee,
railroad facilities are better than supply to last it through five years of sleeves, then the body and last, the
to awaken the interest of IS, at 7 o'clock p. m., on the 29th cay and the person having the highest
mixed the
attempted
bosom
receives the polish that is the the
those of many larger cities than Dem- drouth."
.Mrs. o! February, 1912, and m all otner pre- number of votes shall be declared
parents in the subject.
Mr. Sanoorn declared that the water pride of the swell dresser.
ing From a study of all the conditions
Paul A. F. Walter and Miss Hancock cincts at 5 o'clock p. m. of the same chairman of the meeting, the same
The machines which handle the co- led in
bearing upon the situation, I confid- supply in the Mimbres Valley is absothe discussion of the subject, day, all of said primaries to be called proceeding to be had for the secreNature having llars are perhaps more interesting than bringing out by direct questions the to order by the persons and at the tary. The chairman and
permanent.
ently predict that within five years lutely
secretary
there will be an increase in the culti-- . done for this valley what it is neces- - the others because of their ingenuity, ideas of those present on the cause places and to select the number of of the
meeting will forward immevated area in the vicinity of Deming sary for man to do in many Valleys rivalling and even surpassing the and prevention of tardiness anV ab- delegates here specified,
diately upon the adjournment of the
of at least fifty thousand acres. What of California in order to maintain a work of the human hand. After the sence. Mrs. J. A. Rolls and
Precinct No. 1, Pojoaque, 4 dele meeting to the undersigned secreIlls. R.
are
to
are
collars
taken
dryed
they
this will mean to the growth of the dependable supply of water. He said
Also
Kutimio Roybai, at tary, Charles C.
Closson, at Santa Fe,
where they are starched. F. Asplund also spake on the matter. gates, chairman,
town itself is obvious. I have traveled further that he was seriously contem- - the starcher
the school house on hill.
After the program,
a copy of the proceedings of the meetDomestic
the
out
machine
The
irons
collar
ironing
California
of
state
some
2
down
and
of
Riverside
the
No.
his
2, Tesuque,
celegaPrecinct
plating trading
up
both sides
flat. Another
good.
machine Science Department of the High
ing, certified by them to be correct.
and Arizona for the last twenty-fivproperty tor property near Deming. dampens along the fold of turn down School, served a dainty luncheon that tes, chairman, Hipolito Dominguez,
T. B. CATRON,
years, it has been my business to note Mr. Sanborn left for his home in Ca- collars and turns them in such a way was thoroughly appreciated By those at the school house.
Chairman.
make
that
lifornia
factors
and
Sunday
evening.
development
that they do not crack. Another ma- present, who numuered ;nor, than Precinct No. 3, Santa Fe, 12 dele C. C. CLOSSON,
I
without
for development, aijd
say
chine shapes the collar and the last sixty. Mrs. J. W. Mayes presided.
gates, chairman, Nicolas Sena, at
Secretary.
that I am thoroughly STOCK MARKET
reservation,
is a tubular affair that moulds them
Vigil's hall.
STRONG AND DULL. in the form in which
pleased with every phase of the situaPrecinct No. 4, Santa Fe., 13 dele
they are sent to FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
tion here."
the customer. Bo'h collars and shirts
IN LAWRENCE STRIKE. gates, chairman, Ceferino
Baca, at CHILDREN
SICKLY
Settlement of receive their finishing touches at the
Asked concerning the lift at which Report of Probable
Justice of the Peace ottice.
of
an
in
hands
Mr.
Coal
Difficulties
at
laundress
can
be
experienced
water
England
pumped profitably,
Precinct No. u. Agua Fria, 5 dele
Wants to Know if Interstate ComMothers who value their own comthe "finishing" tables.
and at Home.
Sanborn said:
gates, chairman Felix Romero, at the
merce Act Had Been Violated
fort and the welfare of their children,
we are pumping
The handling of soiled linen is one
"In California
school
house.
by Local Officers.
should never be without a box of Mothwater for oranges anywhere from 100 By Special Leased Wire to New- - Mexican) of the features of the new laundry.
Precinct No. 6, Cienega, 2 dele er Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
of
sorted
thrown
in
Instead
The
and
to 750 feet with profit.
Xew York, N. Y., Feb.
being
higher
Nicolas
Narvaez, for use throughout the season.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) gates, chairman,
They
the orange groves are located above strength as the stock market evinced a promiscuous heap on the floor each
at the house of Bonifacio Narvaez. break up Colds, Relieve Feverishness,
feder27.
Feb.
The
Boston,
.Mass.,
the valleys, the freer they are from this morning was largely due to ad- piece is separated and placed in a al
3
dele
Precinct No. 7, Cerrillos,
Disorders,
Constipation,
government is to investigate the
Teething
"Shirts," action
frost and the surer they are of yearly vices' from London, which stated that particular bin designated
of the municipal authorities at gates, chairman, Matias Montoya, at Headache and Stomach Troubles. Used
"Black
etc.
"White
Clothes."
Clothes,"
or alfalfa at JS and $9 per the British miners had consented to
yields.
for 22 years. THESE
by Mothers
Lawrence in preventing the exporta- Rafael Granito's hall.
ton, we easily pump water with profit confer with the operators. Confi- They are then conveyed to the wash- tion of
No. 8, Galisteo, 3 dele POWDERS NEVER FAIL. Sold by all
Precinct
strikers
from
children
the
ers where only things of a kind are
125 feet. Your water lift in this val- dence was also expressed in an amicagates, chairman, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, Drug Stores, 2."ic. Don't accept any
washed together. The manager boasts city.
ley is uniformly low, and hence, a ble outcome of the domestic coal negat St. Joseph's hall.
substitute. Sample mailed FREE. Adthe
but
that
air
United
dryed
nothing
purest
States
District
Attorney
otiations.
greater profit is assured."
Precinct No. 9, San Ildefonso, 4 de- - dress, Allen S. Olmsted", Le Roy, N. Y.
in cleansing the French anounced
used
is
tallow
soap
today that Attorney
Asked concerning the head neces
There was a moderate demand for
clothes and that acids or injurious General Wickersham
has ordered
sary for successful irrigation upon ; the leading issues and by noon most
are
All
used.
never
the him to determine whether the munici- soil such as that of the Mimbres Val- - oi this group were aoove yesterday's compounds
water used in the building is thorough
al authorities of Lawrence had vio
ley, Mr. Sanborn stated than 1000 gal- - best.
ly sterilized in a special machine de- lated the Interstate Commerce Act
Ions per minute is ample for such
American Telephone and Telegraph
signed to eliminate all foreign matter
ml
crops as alfalfa. A head of four hun- was the strongest of the specialties after which it goes to a 'heating plant by preventing the railroad from carry
out its contract with those who
ing
dred gallons per minute he considers and Central Leather preferred recov- that raises the
deto
the
temperature
had arranged to send children out of
sufficient for the successful irTTgation ered a good part of its recent decline gree of heat Tequired.
the state.
of orchards here.
on declaration of the regular
diviThe building being constructed for
Mr. Sanborn
is enthusiastic for dend.
a laundry is ventilated properly. The
Here's the shoe you have been reading so much about
Bonds were steady.
The Sound Sleep or uood Health
the pumping syBtem as against any
estimated valuation of the property is
in the magazines
the "Boy Scout" the shoe that has
Aside
from
3
a
decline
of
Is
not for those suffering from kid
other system of irrigation. He says'
points from $12,000 to $13,000. The stock
taken the country by storm. Never has a shoo created
in
National
Enameling
"With the pumping system taere are
preferred holders are: Fred Fornoff, C. W. Fair ney ailments and irregularities. The
so much excitement never has a shoo created such a
sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
no ditches to be kept in repair, no practically no change in prices oc- field, Thomas Doran, A. J. Griffin, prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
Shoe now in town and ready for your inspection.
floods to be contended with, no for- curred during the noon hour which Frank Owen and A. G. Pollock. A. C dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
Koch, the manager, is experienced in and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
eign seed to be deposited on the fields was marked by extreme dullness.
The market closed firm. The an- the laundry
business,
no waiting your turn for water in
having had kicneys, restore the normal action
"Bov Scouts" are the "classiest" shoes ever
you
times of shortage; n short, the un- nouncement that the conference of charge of the C. F. and I. hospital ard with it health and strength. Mrs
made- tor roueh and tumble wtar.
They outwear
M
F.
in
and
Pueblo
of
later
the
and
coal
miners
III.,
Spalsbury,
in
says.
laundry
session
Sterling,
operators
two or three pairs of ordinary shoes. Just tue
water, or underflow, is the
meas- derground and
"1
suffered
Ocean
of
Denver.
in
baci
tor
to
ticket
Daseoan,
laundry
my
great pain
arbitrate wage differences had
running, jumping ui
most perfect supply of here
greatest
any outdoor sport. i.very boy wao nas
The management expects to run a and kidneys, could not sleep at night,
until next month and forfor
adjourned
You
in
water
world.
the
irrigation
Seen them is crazy for a pair.
Is
and could not raise my hands over
Coioi'9
have here" continued Mr. Sanborn, eign advices that the threatened coal number of wagons which will. gather
SO
SO
Tan
Olive,
head.
two
But
to
the
and
my
them
return
of
bottles
up
garments
Foley
1
would
abroad
be
to
called
off
Nik
strike
had
s:i sz.bo
Bnyl
to
dif- "about the same proposition that we
end Black
U
6 to
Pills
customers
Bis Boji' wl ioWi-S- ize
than
cured
snow."
me."
sale
"whiter
Kidney
For
by
had in Riverside, California, fifteen no influence in the late speculation.
all druggists.
years ago. Now cultivated land is Trading was somewhat more active
of
ROOSEVELT
ADHERENT
SLASHED
were
but
the
toward
not
dolclose,
prices
selling there for three hundred
BY TAFT FOLLOWERS
? lars per acre, and raw land with no essentially changed.
of
POLITICS AND POLITiCIMa
your stockings and hurt your feet.
The soles are made from E1k Sole
"Boy Scouts" are the coolest and
Leather tiie toughest and best sole
Stavish in Pennsylvania HospiJchn
most healthful shoes yon could buy.
secret
is.
Our
see
do
there
process
leather
tal Because He Shouted for
The soles are put on so good you
Candidate for City Clerk.
of tannage makes them wear from two
can't pull them loose no matter how
to three times as Ion;; as common soles.
Facundo
Rough Rider.
six
Ortiz, who served
could
shoe
best
the
And
you
rough you are.
they're
terms as city clerk under Mayors
Jur.t tell your folks about them, boys.
for your feet, too. They're made
get
to
Wire
New
Leased
feel
Mexican) Sena, Sparks and Chaves, announces
(By Special
They'll want yuu to have a pair.
especially for growing feet and
on.
The
them
minute
fine
the
Maybe your pr. will want a pair, too.
you put
Greenville, Pa., Feb. 27. John Stav- himself as a candidate for the place
Dr. Evans.
of Health, Prescription for eczema and absolutely
Ask him to bring you in and look at
are made from Elk Skin Leather
tippers
on
the
in
steel
a
ticket.
bethe
ish,
Republican
will
no
taKe
employed
tha
foreigner
that
it
municipal
relation
is
almost
away
guarantee
them himself. He'll be just as desays: 'There
and are as soft as gloves. There
tween skin diseases and the blood." The itch the instant you apply it.
mills here is in a hospital with a sevare no linings to rip apart, tear
lighted as you are.
skin must be cured through the skin.
If you sre sutTerlwr from any form of
"You get a Swastika"
The germs must be washed out, and so siin trouble we woum uko to nave you ered ear and serious cuts about the
STENZEL ECZEMA LIQUID
X V.V. Good Luck Charm
I .IICK
salves have Ions ao been found worth- come to our store, for we have had tha body that may result fatally, the re8
less. The most advanced physicians of agency of this remedy for so many
withevcrypairof'Boy
this country are now agreed on this, and years that we cen tell you all about sult of a fight with fellow countrymen.
Scout" Shoes voubuv. And it's a dandy. Looks something
Stavish "hurrahed'' last night over
ore prescribing a wash of wintergreen, D.D.D. Prescription and how it cures
A clear white liquid for cleansing,
of
this
ad, only it is bright
like the picture in the corner
we are so sure of what Roosevelt's announced
thymol and other ingredients for eczema eczema. In
to purifying and
intention
and shiny, like a gold piece and it stays bright, too. Makes
and all other skin diseases. This com- D.D.D. will fact,
healing skin and scalp
do for you that we will bo
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
pound is known as liD.D. Prescription glad to let you have a $1 bottle on our stand for nomination, and exclaimed:
diseases.
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right away: if
for Eczema.
that it will cost you nothing "He would win in a walk on election
or
Stops
itching
instantly;
Dr. Holmes, the well known skin spe- guarantee
burning
find that it does the work.
you don't you'll have to wait until we can send for more.
unless
you
cialist writes: "I am convinced that the For that matter a trial bottln for 25c day."
cures eczema permanent.
D.D.D. Prescription is as much a specific
to be enough to absolutely prove
THE SHOEMAN
A few days after using the Liquid
Taft adherents among his fellow
for eczema as quinine for malaria. We ought
or tna remedy.
tne
merits
took offense and used the disease begins to disappear.
have been prescribing the D.D.D. remedy
countrymen
store
our
we
and
Into
anywny
Drop
fnr vpftra"
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fisch.
They are under arWft ourselves voucn ror tne u.v.u. will tell you all about this great remedy. knives freely.
(19) .
rest.
er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
CAPITAL PHARMACY, SANTA FE, N. M.
flcjt Door to First National Bank Bid;.

$10.00 to $15.00
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The nobbiest patterns and
the nicest materials
have yet
able to put
into a suit at these
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Classy new browns that
seem to
popular just
in
now,
stripes,
and combination effects.
Pretty grays and popular
tans in various shades.
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Bovs! H ere's the Shoe that

Captured the Country!
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Would
like to get a
suit made to your
ure that different from
the ordinary suits a
ference in quality style,
genius in the cutting
not fail to
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The Archangel Gabriel was leges, is due for coal delivered Dy tne
showing him about the place and point plaintiff.
ing out its features, but every time that
the Archangel thought he was impressANGRY EARLY IN THE GAME,
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ing the mundane guest, the latter
would say: "Bully, that is fine, but if
you were to change it a little, or add
this to it, it would be ever so much
finer."
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Rooseveu is the grand improver of
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What the United States wants and
" The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to reeds just now is a sustained period
ana has a large ana growing circulation of quiet prosperity for it is not New
every postofflce in the Territory,
Mexico .alone that is suffering from
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Sputhwe&L
lack of capital and enterprise in the
development Of its natural resources,
hut the dullness is felt from Seattle to
Boston and from Key "West to Fargo.
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NEW IDEAS IN ROAD MAKING
.,tw in!
Thomas Nelson Fage
has
he
winch
a statement
just issued
as chairman of the Committee onl
Membership of the American Associa-tion for Highway Improvement, points
to the association as the proper vehicle through which all the people
of the country can take part in the
great movement for the improvement of the Toads, which he holds,
will increase the prosperity of the
country and provide a more equal
distribution of population. President
Taft has taken the lead in becoming
a member of the association and its
officers include some of the most
prominent men of the country.
"Of all the material affairs of the
country at present," says Mr. Page,
"the improvement of the public roads
seems to me tne most important and
far reaching. Every improvement of
our roads is a direct increase in the
values of our property and a direct
assistance towards the improvement
physically, morally and mentally of
our people. It is not too much to
say that in the southern portion of
this country we are fifty years behind

fathers are not. to blame primarily.
The apathy of the business and prop- erty intersts ot the town are at fault,
,Wclan or
fQr &
to hold out agajnst fte p,ea
citizens
of half & dQzen vociferoua
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out the aid of the federal government.
Under the rules of the House, the mat(Continued From Page One.)
ter went over.
Resolution Voted Down.
committeeman
national
Republican
Washington, D. C, Feb. 27. By 24
for Louisiana, and Colonel Cecil Lyon,
a
national committeeman for Texas, to- to 3S, the Senate voted down today national motion to table the Poindexter ireso- day telegraphed to the
of the LawRoosevelt headquarters in Chicago lution for investigation
f Vio Bnnselt ran fi - TenCe StflKe.
V,i ounnnWJoint Committee Meets.
dacy for the presidential nomination.
New York, N. Y., Feb. 27 Feb. 27.
13. W. Sims, secretary of the com-- The
joint committee representing
mittee, declared the announcements
to be "extremely significant for tne the' anthracite coal operators ana tne
reason that they come from two of mine workers met here today to con- the recognized leaders in the South, (sider demands made by the latter for
In that these two men "have in times a new working agreement effective on
April j None of tn members of the
l ast, had more to do with determining
the position taken by the entire south- - two committees had any statement to
em delegation than any other two make preliminary to the first joint
leaders in the party in the south.
conference.
Texas Gives Electoral Vote to
Increased Cost of Living.
Earlier in the day representatives
More than 90 per cent of the Re- ot the operators said it would be impublicans of Texas are for Roosevelt," posslMe t0 accede to the demands of
wired uoionei uyon.
tne mine workers for a twenty per
Taft sentiment except among
cent increase, recognition of the
nnrt thev are not sincere. Ex
union, and a shorter working day.
pect every delegate from Texas will
The miners insist that the increased
inabsolute
under
Roosevelt
be for
cost of living has made higher wages

FIRST

NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
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UNIFORM CHILD LABOR LAW.
The New Mexico Bar Association Is
sending out copies ot a uniform
child labor law, which merits the attention of the com-'legislctire.
This commonwealth has kept up well
w'th the uniform law movement ani
has placed on its statute books, the
uniform negotiable instruments act,
the first of the uniform codes, and
has followed it with the adoption of
other uniform laws that make its stat
utory law conform and agree with
those of many of 'the progressive
states of the Union.
White New Mexico has not as yet
felt the problem involved in child la
bor, for it lacks the great mills and
factories that have made child labor
such a curse in the South and in the
New England states, yet in its coal
mines and in its smaller industries,
child labor is becoming a factor, and
if the hoped for industrial development comes that the new state is
still looking for, it would be well that
capital and enterprise, know from the
start that New Mexico's attitude
against the employment of child Tabor
has been irrevocably fixed by its compulsory school law, and has been further amplu.v:d by the adoption of this
code on the employment of child labor which opens with: "No child under 14 years of age shall be employed, permitted or suffered to work in,
about or in connection with any mill,
factory, workshop, mercantile or me-

r'')
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Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and;
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells;
domestic and foreign exchange andj make telegraphic'
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by "any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
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money-transmitti-
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PALEN, President.
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Cashier.

Assistant Cashier.
who, because a compadre would lose
structions."
the janitorship of a district school
necessary.
Ditto Louisiana.
in case of annexation, protest veheSome of the coal operators have exON
in
successful
we
be
getting
"Should
mently against the march of progress.
au- - pressed the opinion tnat there will be
to
committee
state
nur
central
Such office holders need the sustain. no strike.
thorize a primary, the Louisiana dele-ing arm' of public sentiment and the
Roosevelt,''
The conference adjourned shortly
for
will
be
solidly
gation
men
who
backing of the determined
2 o'clock with the announce
after
Mr.
said
telegram.
Wight's
want Santa Fe to be the best town in
ment that the operators would meet
"We are working hard for a
the Southwest, who see ahead far
on Tuesday next and that a joint conenough to know that uless the town
ference would be held on March 13.
lose
bestirs itself at this time, it will
SECRETARY OF STATE
capital and every other prestige withKNOX IS AT COLON. POSTMASTER PENNINGTON
in the next twenty years, and those
PROVED TO BE PROPHET.
enin
business
who have invested
its
He Wires Acceptance of Invitation to
terprises, its public utilities and its
Make Address at San FranHe Predicted Twenty-fiv- e
Years Ago
real estate will lose out too.
cisco in May.
Would Be
Mimbres
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
That
Valley
Who can cite the example of a town
Reclaimed Through Wells.
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By
that ever made good after it once
Washington, D. C, Feb. 27. Secre
started to go backward? The big
-Demine. X. 5?.., Feb. 27. In the
Knox today cabled to the White
tary
continent
of
are
cities
this
mostly
Colon his acceptance ot Santa Fe Xew Mexican, February 22,
from
House
not
located upon new sites and
upon
note:
an invitation to speak in San Francis- - 1S87, appears the following
spots made famous by history.
MOULrTON-ESP- E
co on May 7. Mr. Knox will address jDeming enthusiasts are
sinking a
Begin with Jamestown, follow it up
of the Panama" Pacific .well 1,500 feet in hope of striking ar- directors
the
with Plymouth and pick out all of the
International Exposition and tHe Al- - tesian water. Editor Pennington ot
SANTA FE, N. M.
old capitals, from Dover, Delaware, to
GENERAL AGENTS.
lied Boards of Trade of the cTty on jthe Deming Headlight, who is visiting
in
this
of
north
the
at least a part
W
Mimbres
Olympia, Washington, and most of
the
that
declares
Santa
Central
Fe,
and
South
of
subiect
the
huntwo
matter of roads and we are
them missed their destiny. They were
reclaimed
would
be
by
yet
valley
tell
will
ana
it is expected
America,
dred years behind Europe, at least far more advantageously located than
'.'(.
storage reserof his trip to the Central American means of wells and
that portion of Europe over which I Chicago or Denver or Kansas City, but
voirs." That was a quarter of a cenfrom
the
republics.
have traveled, extending
like Santa Fe they refused to be protury ago. Mr. Pennington, now post- Given Cordial Greeting.
northern fiords of Norway down to gressive, to seize opportunities.
""-j
s
"""s
and
was
Mr. Knox
met by municipal
the southern most points of Italy and
Those who have watched closely
mmneu.
who extended
officials
government
often'
.
AND
Vina
for
decades,
Santa Fe's welfare
Spain.
tenement ereetines while, American residents J
chanical
establishment,
" Tlnminn"""6 - filn'ITrc
"'""" hnTt
"The European roads- were, of become discouraged. They have gone house, manufactury or workshop, si d citizens nf Colon cheered and a a live town
and of
The S. P. railroad company has is
course, built by forced labor and, I through periods'of boosting '
store, office, office building, restaur band played the "Star Spangled Ban
sued a very attractive post card ad- have often thought that if, during boasting; they have seen tourists ant, boarding house, bakery, barber ner.
On the space re- the military occupation of the south- come and go by the thousands after shop, hotel, apartment house, bootSanta Fe, New Mexico. Now Under the Same Managemen
Governor Arosemena of Colon de- - vertising Deming.
our history, black stand or
tor
served
appears
ern states after the war the govern- marveling at our sunshine,
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public
correspondence
establishment,
prehistoric and stable, garage, laundry, place of
ment had only carried out the policy our scenery and our and
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have
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which it subsequently carried out in historic remains, lose inthey
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ee of eood will and friendship from
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Fe
Santa
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population,
new
ana
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brick or lumber yard, or in the tfc President and people of the United New Mexico witn its
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build-or
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building
estates to the republic of Central and
stand, in the Philippines,
repair
there hava always been muttonheads
ernes ana town ; , nou.a a.
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arge Sample Rooms.
first clasB roads throughout the coun who oppose the real substance of pro- ings, or in the distribution commis-o- r South America and that he was much
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in
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by
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co with transmission
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what
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going
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what kind of a state will
par u larded a train for Panama harvest of
period.
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golden
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Police.
trated with a half tone showing the
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Wire to New Mexican)
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Special
which
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union station in Deming, under
It is not too much to say that the it must be set down merely as an saved probably fifty lives."
Kingston, Jamaica, Feb. 27. Klngs-- is printed, "Deming, New Mexico, is a
It is to be feared that if the "young
agricultural land of the south would other instance of inevitable effect
rule
mob
to
was Eiven over
railroad. center of importance, besides
Mexican boy" had behaved very badly
be more than double in value if the fom a wellknown cause.
a ric aericul
mptl.nnoiiB
throughout t.e night and a result of
in one way or another, a
roads were only half as bad as they
uu u
tural district extending for miles in
are. I have in my own knowledge,
effort would have been made to ob collisions between tne puuee
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ana
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everyone
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Sir Oliver Hit With a Brick.
a Phillips,
much negotiations,
pur him, has cleared the atmosphere wonNevertheless it serves to keep our
prospective
Sir-.pal,!fi. Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Kingston. Jamaica, Feb. 27.
MEANS MORE.
chasers of farms and country places derfully. It has made more certain minds in an optimistic mood that in
.
was struck on the neck
Marsh of Los Angeles
R h
ir Virginia, turned back, after tra- than it was before, the renomination nearly very instance where it be Sydney Oliverwhen
he attempted to go c ,.f arrived in Deming
Saturday
comes necessary to tell the tale of with a brick
velling hundreds of miles by rail, of President Taft and his
an(j are now investigating op:venIng
with the declaration that they would It has made clearcut the issue within human suffering or delinquency, there to the rescue of policemen oesiegea
a mob in a spirits store, ms
for investment in agricul
MEANS A GREAT DEAL.
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to say about duties by
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retary,
uncertainty
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run.
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nobly
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126 Montezuma Ave.
CAPITAL DINING ROOM,
arm.
"Our people need to be educated in er the Democratic situation. Those op- honor clearly vindicated. Those who blow on the
of
the
populace
The
excitement
Pinchotism
and
to
Rooseveltism
this matter of good roads as much posed
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
McCLain
persist in pursuing a pessimistic
Canadian company which
as on any other matter in the world and a few other ism's that included course through the world are compel- - against thestreet cars was very great case of kidney or bladder trouble not
runs the
horde of special assistant United
bevond the reach of medicine. No
and the most important work perled constantly to turn their faces .i.niIhntit th evenine.
States attorneys general in the west,
Sold byall
medicine can do more.
from
haps that the American Association and numberless
which
belie
mauled
by
were
spectacles
unarmed policemen
prosecutions for step- away
druggists.
for Highway Improvements can perin
creeds.
At every turn there is the mob and forced to take refuge
on the grass on the public domain, their
I
form is to establish clearly in the ping
of some one "whose name is not known" stores and private houses.
new know that the only salvation
minds of our people that their per- the west in
who
us
unmis-Mex
keeps
New
The governor ordered the riot act
by
reminding
general, and of
sonal interests are bound up with ico in
divine to be read. Some shooting followed
is to rally around takable processes that the
particular,
C.
I
to
the improvement of their highways."
the Taft standard. Every one remem spark in human nature never can be by armed parties of police sent outsev- It takes a long time to establish a bers well when Judge A. B. Fall at quenched.
clear the street and there were
new idea in the minds of a great con the
eral serious encounters during which
EGOS FOR HATCHING.
inauguration of Governor Curry,
servative population but this new thundered against the special agents,
were shot dead and otners
The New Mexican now looks for ex-- two rioters the mob dispersed.
idea is taking root among our people the special assistant attorneys general
to injured but
and will in time become established. and the blight that they cast upon Governor Herbert J. Hagerman
a man named
take
the
stump
against
The new ideas of farming are being New Mexico for a time, a blight from
BRITISH COAL STRIKE
Theodore Roosevelt.
introduced, which are clearly increa which New Mexico has not yet quite
IS N EARING SETTLEMENT,
of recovered, for the restrictive policy
sing materia'ly the productivity
OWEN CASE SUBMITTED.
the soil and the knowledge of our of Roosevelt, under the cloak of con
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
farming population as to the value of servation, stopped the building of the
London, feb. 27. It is. expected
(Continued from Page One)
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improved methods, and it is as cer Southern Pacific into the San Juan
that a settlement of the British coal
tain as any other law of nature that ccal fields, made Impossible the d
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lic roads will come. The only ques- as those of Durango,
published by a news agency.
tion is whether we shall allow this gan, of Algodones, put off the progress concern will begin operations. The
No Settlement Reached.
Central to Roswell names of the incorporators, their postis
Feb. 27. No settlement was
London.
As
improvement to be postponed until of the New Mexico
our generations are all dead and bu- and to Durango, and dried up the flow office addresses and the amount of reached in the British coal dispute to
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ried or whether we shall bring this of capital into this commonwealth.
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great system of good roads opening Roueh Riders but the Rough Riders this morning with the state corpora
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the way to enlightenment and com- who made Roosevelt. The New Mexi- tion commission.
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A blithe companion

and a flirt
Then it's Augusta Antoinette.
HOW TO TELL.
If she is statuesque and tall,
A frowning-Junsort of girl,
The kind to queen it at a ball
Be sure her name is Dimple Pearl.

Business

o

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

B. LAUGHLIN,

-

Established

President

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,

W. E. GRIFFIN

But if she's little and alert,
The kind of girl you want to pet,
Walter G. Doty, in Puck.

;

Asst. Cashier

1856.

Attorney Abel E. Perea of Bernalillo,
Sandoval county, is in the Capital.
B. S. Phillips, the lumberman of Velarde, and Mrs. Phillips, are visitors
it. the city and guests at the Montezuma.
f E. AV. Dobson, prominent attorney
of Albuquerque, arrived in Santa Fe
last evening and is stopping at the
Montezuma.
J. M. C. Chavez, Jr., rancher and
sheep raiser of Abiquiu, is a business
visitor in the city. He is stopping at
the Montezuma.
Senator William H. Andrews telegraphs the New Mexican from Chicago that he will arrive in Albuquerque on Saturday.
M. A. Gonzales, the
well known
rancher of Abiquiu, Rio Arriba county, is a visitor in the city and a guest
at the Montezuma.
B. Romero, of the Romero
Drug
Company of Las Vegas, returned to
his home last evening after transacting business in the city.
S. B. Davis. United States attorney
arrived in the capital last evening
from his home in Las Vegas. He is
registeTed at the Palace.
W. J. Lucas, president of the state
board of bar examiners, arrived in the
city from his home in Las Vegas last
evening and is a guest at the Palace.
Judge Edward A. Mann of Albuquerque, and his brother, H. A. Mann of
Humboldt, Neb., arrived in the city
last night and registered at the Palace.
Theodore N. Espe. special agent of
the general land office, left the city
yesterday for the southern part of the
state where he will transact official
business.
H. Brand Hening, secretary of the
bureau of immigration, has left for
Karipa's City, where he will remain
several days on , busineSp. Albuquerque Herald.
John B McManus, superintendent
of the state penitentiary in Santa Fe,
is in Albuquerque today. He will return to Santa Fe tomorrow night.
Albuquerque Herald.
Herbert Galles and Cort Quickel
returned Saturday night from a week's
visit to Santa Fe, having made the

1903.

Incorporated

LADIES' TAILORING
BY

THE

AND BEST FIRM IN THE COUNTRY,

LARGEST

t KOHN & CO., CHICAGO,
And then backed up by our guarantee you surely have
nothing to lose.

SUITS, SKIRTS,
JACKETS AND COATS,
RAINCOATS,
ONE-PIECDRESSES,
NEW SPRING AND SUMMER
STYLE AND SAMPLE
BOOK.
E

t

STOP IN AND LOOK IT OVER.

BROS. COMPANY,

SELI6MAN
P.

Phone 36

O. Box, 219.

WHY PAY RENT?

9

When you can buy a new
modern brick house
for less money than you can
build
six-roo-

o

Manicuring,

m

to-da- y?

o

Chiropody,

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

SURETY

REAL

BONDS,

Treatment.

just received our Spring Style Book conFabrics
taining all the Latest and

of Coffee Drinking

Up-to-d-

for LADIES AND MISSES' , DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost of a garment built to your measure
of Fabrics and Style selected by you isn't any more
in. comparison than the cost of garments ready made.
You can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
:: :: :: ::

" CHASE &
SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND

JULIUS H. GERDES.

PURE
HIGH-GRAD- E

RELIABLE!

ALWAYS WANT RELIA- BLE MERCHANDISE, but more
so in the Jewelry Line than any
YOU

other line, for you do not buy every day.
sell you MUST BE reliable.

i
1

SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED

efiab,eJewe,erH.

Q

Everything we

CHINA. WATCHES, CLOCKS

J

COFFEE "
the most luxurious coffee
you ever put to your lips.
It is blended from theworld's
choicest coffees, and its exIs

License Numbers,

Day or

66-6-

Next Door to Postoff ice

Night Phone,

130 Red.

lands.

Bayard Cutting is reported ill at
the Cutting home south of the city.
Mrs. Cutting and daughter were expected to arrive from New York City
yetserday, but were delayed iy the
snow drifts at Hutchinson, Kas.
AV.

ONE TRUST VAINLY
TRIED TO GOBBLE OTHER.

President of National Packing

Com-

pany Had Hard Time Buying
Into Rival Concern.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Feb. 27. Additional reports of the efforts made by Edward
Tilden, president of the National Packing Company and one of the defendants, to buy stock in the Schwarzs-chiland Sulzberger Company and the
New York Butchers' Dressed Meat
Company were offered today at the

d

packers' trial.
He said, after several years of effort, the witness and his father, Frederick Joseph, only succeeded in purchasing about 10,000 of the 50,000
shares in Schwarzschild & Sulzberger Company and resigned from the

ii
i;

i

f

08
'

o
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$

o

;

Nelson-Morriso-

"
That's good Indian for the man who discovers, after it is too
late, that his clothes are part cotton. Poor fellow ! He knows
the rain will spot the fabric a wetting will put the shape all
out. Don't get stuck that way. Buy ROYAL TAILORED
They will not shrink on your back.

CLOTHES.

and

BE WOOL OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.

pay for,

TO

Prices as cheap

Gomez Seems Afraid.

Madero
he
resign,
would not go to Juarez to accept the
provisional presidency of the republic. He said he was surprised at the
investment of Juarez, asserting he
thought the revolutionists were going
to march south and beleaguer Chihuahua.
Rebels Will March on Chihuahua.
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 27. The situ
ation in Juarez is absolutely peaceful
this afternoon. The rebels have all
been disarmed, except those on guard
and many of the stores are
Inez Saiazar, in command of
the Vasquistas, announced
that he
will be able to maintain perfect order,
and that shortly the majority of his
command will begin a march southward upon Chihuahua and Mexico
City. Officials are being installed to
administer all government affairs.
Americans Fired On.
Tucson, Ariz. Feb. 27. Passengers
who arrived here during today from
the west coast of Mexico, brought
word that American residents at
Conichi, and Sahuaripa were
heavily armed and guarding
against
outbreak.
any
The
Americans, it was stated, are confident of beating off any attack in the
event of intervention by the United
States in Mexico.
Dispatches received today from
La Dura stated that Mexican bandits
fired on John Hanesly of Hollywood,
California, and Alexander McPherson
of Indiana, while the two were out
riding yesterday. - Neither man was
wounded but the horses of both were
killed.

Suit for $18.00 you have been paying $22.50 for

A

Suit for $25.00 any man might be proud of

A

Suit for $30.00 will make the ladies take notice

A

Suit for $35.00 you would pay $75.00 for on Fifth Av.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
FOR HONEST PRICES

THE MASTER TAILORS.

ANOTHER BARGAIN
Two good lots with nine rooms and bath, frame
house. Small cottage of three rooms in rear of
main dwelling. All in the best of repair. Situate
about three blocks from State Capitol building. We
will quote SNAP CASH RRICE upon application to

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room

anti-foreig- n

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

GINGHAMS
Just arrived, the most complete line of
LATEST PATTERNS

ALL OVER LACES,

TAFT CONSENTS
TO VISIT SAVANNAH.

w
K

K
'A

AND COLORS
A

Swellest of the Swell. See Our Window Display

Be Guest of Hibernian
Society
Some Time In April or May,

I

This Year.

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

DRY

GOODS

CO.

j

I White Enamel Bed Room Furniture
Had one in the window and sold it within

three days. We will have more. Take a

look at this " New Idea " Furniture.

I

You

will like it.

j
j

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
THE

THE

SWELLEST

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

YOUlrCAN

BUY.

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

NEW GOODS
SPRING MILLINERY
HATS,

FLOWERS,

CHIFFONS,

MALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.

Also have Crochet Threads, Slip-

JAMES

per Cotton, Embroidery Silk, and
a fine assortment of Stamped
Goods for French and Evelet Em
broidery, etc.

MISS

A.

MUGLER,

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

::::

415 Palace Avenue.

Southeast of Plaza.

gaggFaiJJ

KHHgJegiga

5-?-

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
EVES.
your light bill and
by having it right where you are using it. It saves
display rooms are
on

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.

fllWiBWlWWI

g

A

SAVES THE
Our
open tor your
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
You

Form-fittin-

EVERY THREAD GUARANTEED

g.

shape-retainin-

as you are paying for half cotton.

quarters yesterday.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Fresno, Caiif., Feb. 27 E. W. Knox,
confessed embezzler, surrendered to
the police here today to expiate a
crime committed sixteen years ago.
In 1896, Knox, as agent of the Wells,
Fargo Company, at Pachuca, state of
Jalisco, Mexico, stole $2,000 from the THIRTY-TWDROWNED
He went to live In New
company.
IN CONGO, AFRICA.
York, wandered to the Argentine republic, following the career of a sail- Government Steamer Founders on the
or, and then returning to the United
Kwango and Passengers and
States for further wandering, comCrew Lose Life.
mitting thefts in Los Angeles and By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, he surrenderee1 to the
Brussells, Belgium, Feb. 27. Thir-- j
sheriff's office in this county. He said
of the passengers
and crew
he wished to accept punishment and were drowned by the foundering of
lead an honest life.
the steamer Delivranio, a government
vessel plying on the Kwango River,
on the borders of the Belgian Congo
JUAREZ TAKEN BY REBELS.
yesterday, according to a dispatch
(Continued tronf face One.)
received by the Petit Bleu.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

8

dresser

Paste
may serve the purpose of good diamonds, but cotton will not
take the place of wool in yout suit.

n

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Feb. 27. Although no definite time has been set,
it became known today that President
Taft will visit Savannah, Ga., in April
or May, to be the guest of the Hibernian Society.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

3

j

After Wandering All Over Western
Hemisphere He Surrenders to
Police, at Fresno.

1

1

j

Will

Feb. 27. A
San Antonio, Texas,
band of 27 Mexican rebels that had
crossed to the American side and at
tempted to steal a herd of cattle, was

KAIJNE

all acknowledged supreme, preeminent. Every good
recognizes the supremacy of the ROYAL TAILORS.

i

EMBEZZLER TIRED
OF BEING A THIEF.

GO.

U S.

Style isn't style when it has no foundation on quality materials, when it is not expertly tailored into the garment. In al'
lines of endeavor there is always one man or firm that is by

completely routed Friday afternoon in
cow-- j
a .running fight with fourteen
punchers thirteen miles down the Rioj
Grande river from Presidio, Texas.
Four of the Mexicans were killed
ard several wounded.
Port of Juarez Closed.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 27. Word
was received at the treasury depart- ment today that the Mexican consul
in El Paso had declared in the name
of President Madero that the port of
Juarez was closed. The announcement
however, it is said here, will not stop
traffic. The Vasquistas are reported
to be in complete control of the customs house.
Americans Drive Off Mexican Bandits
Marfa, Texas, Feb. 27. After severAmerican
al hours
fighting, the
ranchmen, defending the
ranch at Cuervo, Mexico, near
the Texas line, drove off the Mexican
bandits who attacked the ranch head-

PRESIDENT
CONFESSED

ahead undisturbed with their busi
ness.
The fact that there are bands of
malcontents in various parts of the
country, the ambassador declared,
should not be taken as an indication
that the Mexican people, as a whole
are warlike and fond of turmoil any
more than the existence of thieves
and assassins in other countries means
that those countries are normally fond
of robbery and murder.
Cow Punchers Defeat Mexican Rebels

Chase & Sanborn's Teas

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

125 Palace Avenue

,

ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF

MULLIGAN & RISING,

FOR US!

o

quisite flavor never varies.

YONTZ,

Milliner

o

S CD.

The Supreme Luxury

HAVE

COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

Vacuum

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

ANNOUNCEMENT
WE

Massaging,

S.

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189.

GOOD ENOUGH

terday
San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 27. Em-iliAttorney C. D. Cleveland, returned
Vasquez Gomez, whose name has
to the city from Albuquerque
last
been
used by rebels who took Juarez
a
evening, where he consummated
today, and who has called on Presilarge land deal in Socorro county dent
declared
to

"S. & S." Company.
The Joseph's acting as agents for
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
of the 7,500
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, Tilden, then bought 6,822
facial lines, absolutely removed. All shares of the New York Butchers'
Dressed Meat Company and the com
kinds of hair work done.
IvfRS. R. LOPEZ,
pany became a, subsidiary of the Na343 San Francisco St. tional Packing Company.
Phone 5075
Both the Schwarzschild and Sulz
berger Company and the New York
Butchers' Dressed Meat Company
were active competitors of the Chica-gpackers at the time.
H.
KAIJNE
The witness said that Tilden's money was used in the purchase of stock.

This is another one of our BARGAINS. Come quick
for it is going to be sold at once.

xt

of

Mexico Central railroad,
whose home is in Albuquerque, arrived in the city last evening and registered at the Montezuma.
Special Agents Dyer and Gillette, of
the general land office left the city
yesterday for points in the southern
part of the state. They will be gone
some time on official business.
Miss Drake, sister of F. W. Dral;e.
the manager of the Santa Barbara
Pole and Tie Company of Hodges, left
the city Inst evening for Taos. Later
she will join her brother at Hodges.
Judge A. L. Morrison today ' received a telegram stating that his son
Joseph Morrison, had been appointed
a special assistant attorney general
of the United States. He is at present XI. S. attorney for Arizona.
Ralph Halloran, a former resident
or Albuquerque,
who has been here
several weeks visiting his daughter,
Mrs. O. N. Marion, and son, William
Halloran, left today for Berkeley,
Cal., his home Albuquerque Herald.
Federal Judge William H. Pope is
expected to arrive about midnight tonight on the A., T. & S. F. Flyer
which was due yesterday morning at
Lamy at 9 o'clock.
Telegrams received from Judge Pope here yesterday were sent from Sylvia, Kas.,
where the train was held by the deep
snow drifts.
Miss Isabel Fleming and Miss Lucy
Fieming, who have been visiting Mrs.
William Pope for the past week returned to their home in Georgia yes-

FIVE

MRS. LINDHART

Herald.

the New

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Albuquerque

W. S. Hopewell,
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&
0 t. Louis Rockv Ml

FELT BAD

ALL THE

Pacific

Railway

Company

MINES AND MINING

TIME

Shellhorn, Ala. In a letter from this
place, Mrs. Carrie May says: "A short
time ago, I commenced to have weak
m
p pi
: io
o
Lv.. Des Moines. N. ft... Ar
spells and headaches. I felt bad all
4 00
7 40
4
..Kumaldo
8 50
.... the time, and soon grew so bad I
11
05
Itedraan
3 30
16
couldn't stay up. I thought I would die.
8 20
3 15
C'apulln
20
o 35
Vigil
305
At last my husband got me a bottle
2 45
Thomr'nn
9 10
31
2 25
of Cardui, and It helped me; so he got
(,'unnliigiui.in
9 35
42
....Ollfton HouswN.M
155
some more. After I had taken the
lft 00
49
1 80
Ar
T,v
Raton, N. M.
2 30
0
TTT TT
.Lv
second bottle, I was entirely well.
TTIiT
Ktitou, s . m
Ar
2 47
7
,,
OUtton House X' M....
9 49
I wish every lady, suffering from
8 07
48
SPreston. ....
9 32
t 3 45
65
Koetaler Junction
8 65
womanly trouble, would try Cardui.
3 35
2
Koehler
....
05 777!
It is the best medicine I know of. It
4 1668
tOolfax
8 20
did fne more good than anything I ever
76
t 43
Oerrososo
8 02
5 00
82
Ar
used."
7 45
Lv
Oimarroa
JS 10
Lv
ClraarroD
Ar am
6 35
Cardui
is a woman's
tonic a
6 18
9H
Nash
6 27
6 2S
6 17
i
Hr!an
medicine
for
women,
strengthening
6
94
Ar
Ot3 Park, N. M...Lv
6 00
made from ingredients that act spepm
pm
tConnect8 at Colfax with E. V. & S W. Ry. train both North and South. cifically on the womanly organs, and
5 fetage for Van Houten, N. M.. meets trains at
thus help to build up the womanly conPreston, N. M.
stitution to glowing good health.
tDaily except Sunday.
Daily except Saturday.
As a remedy for woman's ills, it has
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m. dally
except Sundays. Fare J2.00 one way. ?:s.50 round trip; fifty pound bag- a successful record of over 50 years.
gage carried free.
Your druggist sells it. Please try It
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, N. M., for the south
at 11:11 p. ra., ar- N. B. Write, to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattarives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special
book, ''Home Treatment
Instructions, and
L. C. WHITE
J. VAN HOUTEN,
for Women," sent In plain wrapper, on request.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. G. M.,
Superintendent.
G. P. Agent
(Read lown)
1

19

In effect Dec, 31st

1911

(Read Up)
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LOOKS LIKE MR. TAFT
SAYS MR. BURG.
Bernalillo County Legislator Back
From Washington, Says Democrats Will Nominate
Champ Clark.

st Fares
:TO
Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon and Washington Points

I

FROM
All Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
ON SALE DAILY

March 1st to April 15th
LIBERAL
STOPOVERS.
For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T. & P. A.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

J

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment at "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai

fa

Albuquerque, X. M., Feb. 27 "From
the information I gained during an
New
extended stay in Washington,
York and Boston it seems to me that
Taft is gaining strength rapidly in
the presidential campaign," said John
Baron Burg of this city yesterday upon his return home from a three and
a half month's stay in the eastern
cities, New Orleans and Kansas City.
"Two months ago," said Mr. Burg,
"the present occupant of the White
House was not nearly in so strong a
position as he is now and the most
noticeable thing about the situation
at present is the way his supporters
are increasing everywhere. It is not
generally thought in the East that
Colonel Roosevelt will be able to m ister" enough strength to get the nomination. Many believe he will withdraw
in the convention and leave the way
open to the genuine progressive element to nominate a man of its own
choosing, probably La FoIIette. It is
a curious fact that the majority of
the real Progressive Republicans do
not fully trust Mr. Roosevelt as a progressive. I made it a point to talk to
just as many prominent representatives of the progressive movement as
possible, and in the majority of eases,
in fact in nearly every case, i found
more or less skepticism
about the
real simon pure progressivism of the
man from Oyster Bay. Mr. Roosevelt
is very evidently not as strong as he
used to be and the Republican tide is
much more strongly in favor of Mr.

7

course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 8'fufl
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but littie rain or snow during the

season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furniBhed, heated, lighted and modern
Id all respects.
REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.

Mr. Burg says that Champ Clark is
far and away the leader in the Democratic race. "The Democrats," said
the Albuquerque man "are inspecting
the record of every presidential aspirant with a microscope. Apparently Clark is the only man who can
stand the test, and he is coming to
the front with the greatest rapidity,
not to say velocity. His admirers declare that during the twenty years of
his public life, the peop'e have alwav.?
known exao:ly where he stood and
they know where he stands tody ;
and apparent!; his candii':acy lias mt
ay oi the ..pec's' opposideveloped
tion which lias
'.o t.ie Mirfeca in
the case of WUson,
ln is losing
Harmon, who
ground rapidly and
is not as seriously considered now as
lie was a year .igo."
Mr. Burg arrived on Train No. 1 on

vA

c-n-

3r

W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Free.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FIN LEY.
For particulars and illustrted catalogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

tlvi Santa
yesterday
er being held up twenty hours in Trin- i'lad on account of the ;;to my weauu
er He left Mrj. Burg in Washington,
suffering from a serious illness which
attacked her several months ago. She
is in the care of specialists and trained nurses and it is not known when
it will be possible to bring her home.
Mr. Burg spent three days in New
Orleans during his trip, taking in the
Ft?

Superintendent

W. L. DeCLOW,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

Mardi

nfte-noo-

Gras, which

n.

he describes

ift- -

as

I am
arranging to change my business
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
The best yet, Why He Gave up. At
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
the Elks' tonight.
I would like to
1912, being my first consignment.
with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks correspond
or Full Blood
GOOD WORK.
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
Done Daily in Santa Fe, Many Citizens
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
Tell of it.
W. DeCLOW.
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
Nearly every reader has heard oi
have recently secured a special ra te by express by which
can ship Doan's Kidney Pills. Their good work
I

I

jacks at lower rates than ever befo re. I can ship jacks from Cedar
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for
each, and can reach other points at c orresponding rates.

grgColonist

$25.00

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ON SALE DAILY,
March 1st to April 15th, 1912,
FROM

Low Rates to the Northwest.
ANY SANTA FE AGENT FOR
PAKT'CCLARS.
H.S. LUTZ, Agt., SANTA FE, N. M.
SEE

Rap-

$104

ASSOCIATION

KljRates

CALIFORNIA

500-f.o-

semi-monthl-

HBEBS

75 tons daily.
At the Deep Down
mine the leasers have encountered 18
inches of ore assaying $48 per ton.
The work is being pushed and arrangements made to begin regular delivery of ore to the Deadwood mill
ai soon as possible. At the Oaks
Olds 12
company property tlio ;u-horsepower gaso'.ine hois: set up at
the south shaft on ths Pacific mine
was placed in commission last week
and is proving eno.-o- i
sntUfactory
Sinking is in process. A winze has
been staited in tn ; runnol ,;t the
point where fine ore was discovered.
All ore produced in development
is
being treated in the Deadwood mill.
Sierra County.
Martin Conaboy was in from the
McKinley claims at Kingston, on Saturday. They have caught up the cave-iand are now engaged in pushing
the upraise through to the surface.
The strike of Silver-leaore made
recently on the South Percha, was
found on the old Springer claim, located by Dave Springer many years
ago. At the time of discovery
by
ores
Springer, considerable silver-leawere extracted; there appears to be
considerable of this character of ore
in sight at the present time. It is rumored that the Miners Dream will resume operations in the near future
in this district. There is at present
more ore in sight and on the dumps
oi this mine, than any mine in this
.ie district having been in
locality.
former years one of the richest and
largest producer of silver ores in the
Southwest, we may look for much activity in mining here in the very n ar
future, if silver prices continue. Sierra County Advocate.
Eddy County.
S perry & Lukins
125
purchased
acres of land near Dayton,
where
they will make a thorough test for
oil. As oil and gas have been found
in that district when wells were sunk
for artesian water, oil men believe
that a well drilled to a depth of 1500
or 2000 feet will produce an abundance of oil. The test well wfil oe
watched with considerable
interest.
E. R. Gesler has left
for Douglas,
where he has several contracts for
sinking wells.
n

--

OF THE FIRST

STATE LE6ISLATUR E

in Santa Fe still continues, und our
citizens are constantly adding endorsement by public testimony. No better
proof of merit can be had than the
experience of friends and neighbors.
Read this rase:.
Alberta Oarcia, oallsteo St., Santa
Fe, New Mexico, says: "I deem It a
pleasure to corroborate the public
statement I gave in praise of Doan's
Kidney Pills about seven years ago.
found them to be an excellent remedy
and I have never hesitated to vouch
for their merit when an opportunity
has been presented. For two years 1
was in bad shape from backache and
kidney trouble and when Doan's Kid
ney Pills were brought to my notice,
I retsolved to try them. I procured a
bcx and they not only drove away
backache, but regulated the passages
of the kidney secretions and toned up
my entire system."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Buffalo
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United
1

MEETING,

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M,
MARCH

1

1912.

I2th-I3t-

13 Fare

From all stations in New Mexico
Dates of Sale, Mar. 11,12, 13.

Return Limit,

March

16th,

1912.

For particulars, apply to
any Santa Fe agent.
B.S. LUTZ,

Aft,

SANTA FE.N.M.

Foster-Milbur-

n

States.

Remember the
take no other.

name

Doan's

After Years of Suffering.
Tells How Her Health
Was Regained.
Wanrika, Okla. "I had female troubles for seven years, was all run down,
and so nervous I
could not do anything. The doctors
treated me for different things but did
me no good. I got
so bad that I could
not sleep day or
night. While in this
condition I read of
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

Another Woman Recovers.
Newton, N.H. "For five years I suffered from female weakness and dragging down pains. Lydia E. Pinkham s
Vegetable Compound has restored my
health and the pains are gone." Mrs.
F. A. Peaslee, R. F. D., Box 88.
Because your case is a difficult one,
doctors having done you no good, do not
continue to suffer without giving Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a
trial. It surely has remedied many cases
of female ills, such as inflammation, ulceration, displacements, tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, and it
may be exactly what you need.

If yon want special advice write to
lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. lour letter will

be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held ia strict confidence.

Hotel Arrivals
Palace.
Edward A. Mann, Albuquerque.
R. Sanchez, Penasco.
H. A. Mann, Humboldt, Neb.
W. J. Lucas, Las Vegas.
S. B. Davis, Las Vegas.
C. W. Reger, Burlington.
A. J. O'Neil, Joplin, Mo.
A. Austerman, Denver.
Thomas B.' Goodwin, El Paso.
Joe Gordon, Cincinnati.
M. ,T. Doyle. Denver.
Thomas B. Goodwin, Jr., El Paso.
M. A. Weinberg, Chicago.
Tom McDowell, Cincinnati.
L. H. Vallery, Denver.
Montezuma.
A. Read, City.
C. E. Smith, Denver.
E. E. Ford, Kansas City.
J. A. Miller, Albuquerque.
B. E. Ixmgsdon, Las Vegas.
O. Dellie, Chicago.
William, Baruch, Trinidad.
A. E. Perea, Bernalillo.
J. W. Sharder. Denver.
L. A. AVillis,

4r

5

Portland.

Albert Penny, Los Gatos, Cai.
M. A. Gonzales, Abiquiu.
J. M. C. Chavez, Jr., Abiquiu.
B. S. Phillips, Velarde.
A. H. Hagen, Denver.
David Hart, Denver, Colo.
W. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque.
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
C. A. Schroeder, Kansas City, Mo.
E. E. Dorman, Denver.
Coronado.
M. Barber, City.
Alfred Herrera, Denver.
Manuel Lopez, Pojoaque.

VfD If

-

Com-

and began
its use and wrote to you for special
advice. In a short time I had regained
my health and am now strong and well. "
Mrs. Sallie Stevens, R.F.D., No. 2,
Comanche, Okla.

and

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
17-1- 8

Assistant District Attorney, First

Judicial District.

E, C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and eu
preme Courts.
Prompt and carerui
attention given to all businet.
Banta Jfe.
New Mexico
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-nt-L-

a.

Practice in tae Distri t Court h
eii as before the Supreme Court
the territory.

La

New MeHco.

Cruces,

pound,

G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor a. Law
Practice in all the Ditrict Court"
and gives special tttveinn to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laugalln Blk, Santa
N. jf.

'.

C. W. Q. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y

For San Miguel and Mora Counties

Us

New Mexico.

V6gas,

HARRY D. MOULTON
Attornav-at-La-

Santa Te, N. M.
Formerly 3peciai Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY & EASLFY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and before
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-cia- ,
N. M.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in all the Courts and Be
fore the Interior Department
Taos,

New Mexico.

H. L. ORTIZ.

Attorney and counseUor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts in
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexice
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Phone Red 162.
THE PROBERT
ADVERTISING AGENCY.

Advertisements Place

in Any Publica- -

tion in the World.. Write Us
for Rates, Etc., Lock Box 56.
NEW MEXICO

TAOS,

WARREN C. WADE
Instructor in Voice
Highest Recommendations.
181 Palace Avenue.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist
Over Spitz's Jewelry Stoie.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 6 p. m.
And by Appointment

AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING.
Is sweewns: over the town, Old and
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
roung alik are affected, and the
Physician and
strain is narticularly hard on II. tie Office and ResidenceSurgeon.
Washingto
children and on elderly people.
Fo Ave. next door to Public
Library.
and
a
is
Tar
ley's Honey
Compound
Office iours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. a
safe
and reliable cure for all 2 tf
quick,
p. un. Evenicgs.
coughs and colds. Contains no opia
Phone BUck 47.
tes. For sale by all druggists.

,V

k

J.

DP.

LETTER LIST.

List of letters remalnlne uncalled
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
M.. for wek ending
Feb. 24. 1912.
If not called for within two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington.
Angel Anna
GEORGE W. TRIPP,
Adamson Carl
Who Will Represent San Miguel County in Legislative House.
Cavagio Fred
Consul H. M.
Calendar Jas. F.
a westerner by birth and not- by adopCampbell W. C.
36
X tion, is George W. Tripp of Las Veyears.
Age
Fleming Nancy B.
X gas who will represent San Miguel
Native of Colorado.
Folson Manuel
X
Public schools at Omaha, S county in the legislative House. Mr.
Furman & Burke
X Tripp has been a brakeman and conNebraska.
Espinoi-Jose O.
X
X ductor on the Santa Fe system out of
In New Mexico since 1895.
Minnie
Griggs
Lived in Socorro county three X Las Vegas and for three terms has
"
'
Green A. J.
years, in San Miguel county, X been on the general committee at ToGocke Frank
X thirteen years.
X peka, Kansas.
He was born in ColoGuitierres Estevan
X
X rado 36 years ago, received a public
Brakeman and conductor.
Garcia Mrs. M. A.
Member of central committee X school education at Omaha, Nebraska,
X
Hume W. F.
(2)
X at Topeka.
X came to New Mexico sixteen years
Jullie Horencla
X
Delegate to county conven- - ' X ago, first spending three years in So'
Knowland Terry
X corro county and then moving to San
X tions.
Lujon Tovias
Staunch supporter of Will- - X Miguel county where he has resided
X
'
Lopez Juan
X the past thirteen years.
X iam J. Mills for the Senate.
That he has
Lopez Sucanita
X taken an active part in politics is
Married.
X
Lopez Mrs. T. F.
shown by the fact that he has been
Lucero Emilio
delegate to three or four Republican
Martines Juana
Another staunch supporter of for- county conventions.
Mr. Tripp Is
Moore Mrs. S.
mer Governor William J. Mills, and married.
Manney J. M.
Miller C. J.
ROCK ISLAND TELEGRAPHERS
COAL OPERATORS REFUSE
Madren Joe C.
GIVEN A WAGE ADVANCE.
Miller H. L.
TO RECOGNIZE UNION
t Hy Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican)
New Arthur E.
(3)
Ortiz Rube
Topeka, Kans., Feb. 27. The Rock
Pennsylvania Miners Want Twenty
Island announced today that dating
Roybal Noberta
Per Cent Increase in Wages and
from February 1, all telegraphers on
Ribera Juan
Shorter Hours.
Rodriguez Francisquita
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the system have been granted an
cent increase In wages.
Serna Lucas
New York, Feb. 27. Several coal eight per
Saldivar Toboslo
operators, it is learned, will oppose
Sunshine Ernest
the grantign of the chief demands of
Trujillo Rosa
the miners in the Pennsylvania fields.
18 lnteretiuKl aud should kaow
Valdes Petra
Were the 20 per cent Increase grantabont the wonderful
Varos Adelisia
MARVEL Whirling Spray
ed, the operators say, it would be neclOO new
acini, byrtnffe
Wanaby W. G.
(2)
essary to advance the price to the
iMfsv
jn on conven
Warren Curtis
ient, it cleanses
consumer, an alternative that is reUMianuj.
Worsham M. E.
garded as out of the question. There Ajk your drngfrtttfor It.
(5)
Yalbrlski W. '
will be no recognition of the union, If he cannot mppiy tht
accept t)0
MARVEL,
establishIn
The
the operators declare.
calling for these letters hIahsb
ouier. Dais vena tamp xor
WM
book waled. Tt erm
state whether "advertised" or not
ment of a shorter working day may be iilnntmtpd
foil nftrrienlari and direction! inCO.
TalnahU to ladtM.
settled by compromise.
E. C. BURKE. Postmaster.
-

the most wonderful pageant he .has
location from Cedai ever seen.

TO

Grant County.
Forty cars of ore were shipped from
Lordsburg last week. D. H. Lowell and
J. T. O'Hara have taken a bond and
lease on a group of eight claims between the Superior and Bonney from
Kilbrew & Fairley for
eighteen
months for $50,000.
P. R. Smith of Los Angeles, S. A.
Mendenhall of Tonopah and M. Wilky
last week inspected the Superior
mine near Lordsburg wim the object
01 closing a deal for the property.
The walls of Apache Creek canon
in the Steeple Rock district, are declared to be gold ore. They are 600
feet high and have been located as
Ore broken off
Oro Grande claim.
gave returns $9 and $10 a ton. Picked
ass ys went as high as $1,340 in gold.
Socorro County.
Ore was struck in the Juanita tunnel Sunday. Connection was made
between the Nit and Waldo Monday.
Dr. Walter Mayes showed us as fine
a piece of zinc sulphides as one could
wish for. It came from his Water
Canon property. Magdalena News.
For the Ernestine Mining company
at Mogollon, February promises to be
the record month in value of output.
The cleanup for the first 10 days of
ounces
UVJOo
the month produced
troy of gold and silver bullion and
six tons of high grade concentrates.
The past week's ore treatment was
075 tons. The new oil engines are resuccess.
At
ported as a complete
the Socorro mines the mill is again
in fall operation on power from the
new De La Vergne oil engines, which
were placed in commission the past
week. Approximately 200 tons of ore
is treated daily. At the Deadwood
mines six and one half feet of good
ore has been cut on the
level,
with other developments equally satisfactory, a total of 40 feet being driven the past week. The mill treated
225 tons.
The
cleanup
ii in progress. At the Treasgre Mining and Reduction Company a new
strike has been made in the mine,
specimen samples assaying as high as
$5,00t in. gold and silver. The ore
teams are making regular trips to
the mill, which is treating upward of

Taft."

Department.
Through Academic

i

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

MRS, STEVENS
RECOVERS

Shellhorn Lady Suffered a Great
Deal, But Is Ail Right Now.

GENERAL OFFICESRATON NEW MEXICO.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1912.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.

1

to

3

P.

M

Kansas City
Land Show

'

S

XXSXXSXSXSXX

'

'm. Every Woman
la

February 26 to
March 9
An
for the city man
whose thouihts turn back to the
farm. An object lesson for the farmer
farmlooking for hints on
ing. Intensely interesting and entertaining lectures on a variety of subjects.
Moving pictures and other
views of many sections of the Southwest. Exhibits of improved machinery that lessens labor, saves time and
increases results.

Better go. Take your famiiy and
friends with you.

Free Lectures.
Excellent Music.
A

that

liberal
will

education

along lines

interest you and every

member of your family irrespective
of age or sex.
For further particulars call on

H. S. LUTZ,

Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

TUESDAY, FEbnUARY

27, 1912.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN',

PANAMA CANAL
WILL BE FORTIFIED.

SAN7TA EE, X. M.

PAGE SEVEN

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BRO.MO Quinine

FOB ABEDPEflPLE
Old Folks Should Be Careful in Their
Selection of Regulative Medicine.

Even

Great
Britain
Acknowledges
That United States Has Perfect
Right to Do So.

rablets.

i

j

We have a safe, dependable,
and
(By Pporial Leased "Wire to New Mexican) altogether ideal remedy tii'it is partic
Washington, D. C, Feb. 27. Any ularly adapted to the requirements of
fear that the right of the United aged people and persons of weak con
States to fortify the Panama canal stitutions who suffer from constipa
might be challenged and forced to ar- tion or other bowel disorders. We
bitration under the provision of the are so certain that it will relieve
arbitration these complaints and give absolute
pending
has been dispelled by a statement satisfaction in every particular that
from official sources that Great Brit- we offer it with our ersonal guaran
ain already has formally acknowledged tee that it shall cost the user nothing
that right.
if it fails to substantiate our claims.
All Doubt Disspelled.
This remedy is called Rexall Order"Washington.D. C, Feb. 27. On sev- lies.
eral occasions this acknowledgement
Rcxall Orderlies are eaten just like
has been made, it was learned today, candy, are particularly prompt and
but all doubt is said to have been agreeable in action, may be taken at
removed by a communication in writ- any time, day or night, to not cause
ing from the late Secretary Hay to diarrhea, nausea, griping, excessive
the Senate, explanatory of the under- looseness, or other undesirable effects.
standing he had reached with the They have a very mild but positive
British representatives when the
action upon the organs with which
treaty was negotiated. Mr. they come in contact, apparently actRETURN FROM A BEAR HUNT ON THE UPPER PECOS.
Hay explained every step of the nego- ing as a regulative tonic upon the re(From Report of Game and Fisli Warden Thomas P. Gable)
came
to
the laxed muscular coat of the bowel, thus
tiations and when he
clause in the Clayton-Buhv- r
treaty overcoming weakness, and aiding to
of the restore the bowels i.o More vigorous iried, the matter was referred to the
prohibiting the fortification
in colors. It will make a valuable soucanal he offered the following state- and healthy activity. Three sizes, city attorney.
venir as well as a record of valueTo
ment of the reason that led him and 10c, 23c, and 50c. Sold only at our
EDITORIAL
FLUSHES
There being no further business the
those who are interested in the conLord Pauncefote to omit that prohibi- siore-T- he
RexaiJ Store.
The Fisch- council adjourned.
of the
servation of the resources
tion from the new treaty.
er Drug Co., 232 San Francisco St.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
Gable Knows Whereof He Speaks.
state, which make it possible to have
j
Entirely American Canal.
Attest:
Mayor.
This week, we received from Thom- game and fish. Clovis Journal.
T. P. DELGADO, City Clerk.
SPECIAL MEETING.
'"The whole theory of the treaty is
as, P. Gable, state game and fish wartl;. the canal is to be entirely an
A Sportman's Paradise.
CALL FOH REPUBLICAN CONVEN den of New Mexico, his first annual
American canal. The enormous cost
Santa Fe, X. M., Feb. 24. 1912.
or. construction is to be borne
The book is a
report
New Mexico is pictured as a sportsTION OF THE STATE OF
Council met in special sesr-ioby the
with
work of art, with a number of fine en- man's
United States alone.
When con- Mayor Seligman in the chair, Clerk
NEW MEXICO.
paradise by State Game and
and well defined statistics. Fish Warden
gravings,
structed, it is to be exclusively the Delgado in attendance.
Pursuant to the requirements of Mr.
Thomas P. Gable in the
Gable knows whereof he speaks
pioperty of the United States and is Upon roll call the following mem- the call made by the Republican Nafirst annual printed reports transand
has
himself
man
the
for
proven
to be managed, controlled and defend- bers were found
mitted by this department to the gov12, the
present: Councilmen tional Committee on December
job. Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
ed by it.
j
ernor since the enactment of the
Alarid, Armijo, Baca, Gable, lxpez, 1S11. for a Republican National ConFortification Provision.
vention, to be held in the City of ChiMoya and Wheelon. Absent, Ortiz.
game laws of 190". The report which
Gable is a Classy Proposition.
Under these circumstances, and
The mayor then stated that owing cago, in the State of Illinois, at twelve
was made public today is intensely
Our game warden has got out the
to the fact that a number of citizens o'clock noon on Tuesday, June IS.
considering that now by the
interesting and handsomely illustratGreat Britain is relieved of all of the city of Santa Fe, had come be- 1P12, for' the purpose of nominating classiest public document ever seen in ed. It.
concisely treats the various
New Mexico.
and burden of fore him asking for the extension of candidates for President and
the responsibilities
This is not a surprise,
subjects pertaining to game and fish
securiand
for
our
its
to
be
the
voted
PresTom
at
the
for
neutrality
ri'aintaining
game warden,
Gable, is and also includes a detailed financial
city limits, he therefore deemed it
ty, it was thought entirely fair to omit advisable to call a special meeting of idential election on Tuesday, Novem- a pretty classy proposition
himself, statement, showing the receipts and
ber
5, 1912, and for the transaction of and besides his department is
the prohibition that "no fortification the council for the purpose of submitdisbursements of the department durcanshall be erected commanding the
and in the nearly three
ting the matter before them, and to such other business as may properly
the time Warden Gable has directal or the waters adjacent."
see if the council thought it advisable come before it, the Republican Cen- years it has been in existence it has ing
to extend the city limits and that in tral Committee of the State of New accumulated a surplus of over ten ed its affairs. Through the efficient
work of the present warden, the reorder to do so it would be necessary Mexico, assembled at Santa Fe on thousand dollars. It has spent a large
WHITE STAR LINER
shows that hereafter no approprithis
25th day of January, 1912, here- amount of money introducing
game, port
HITS SUBMERGED WRECK. to pass an ordinance to that effect
and to give thirty days notice accord- by calls for the holding of a conven- birds and fish into the territory, for ation will be needed from the state
tion of the Republican party of the the benefit of the hunters of the state. legislature for the maintenance of the
ing to law.
Propeller of Olympic Damaged and
game and fish deparfaicnt, "inless the
.1. V. Conway from ward N'o. 2 State of New Mexico to be held
Liberal.
in
Mr.
Ship Will Proceed to Belfast
legislature should enact laws for the
then appeared before the council, and the City of Santa Fe, State of
for Repairs.
establishment of fish hatcheries and
at two o'clock on Friday, the
Efficient Game Warden.
avked to be heard upon the matter,
The report is of
and stated that the sentiment of the Sth day of March, A. D., 1912, for the
The Journal is in receipt of a very game preserves.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
outside of the city limits were purpose of selecting eight delegates complete and comprehensive report creditable work," presented in pamphBelfast, Feb. 27. The White Star very strong against the movement of and eight alternates to represent the by the efficient game warden who has let form and will be an excellent docLiner Olympic, which left New York annexation, and believed that the peo- Republican party of the State of New served the
to
territory of New Mexico. ument for supplying information
on Wednesday and was due in So ith- - ple living outside of the city limits Mexico in the said national conven- The
was made to the governor, the country at large on New Mexico's
report
hampton today, struck a submerged le given an opportunity either to peti- tion called to be held at Chicago on and the copy which we have is bound department of game and fish.
wreck in the Atlantic early this morn- tion to this council for annexation, or the ISth day of June, 1912.
in handsome shape, with illustrations
Register Tribune.
The Republican Central Committees
ing and is now on her way to this city to be heard upon the matter before
for repairs.
According to later ad- any further action is taken by the ot the various counties of the State
are by this committee requested and
vices, the damage to the Olympic was council in the proposed extension.
Councilman Armijo then stated that directed to issue a call for the holdconfined to the propeller.
She will
land her passengers
at the usual while the sentiment of the council ing of a county convention of the
as in favor of extension, he moved Republican party in the respective
points before proceeding here for rethat the council require a petition counties upon such notice and date as
pairs.
signed by at least 10 per cent of the they may deem expedient for the
"
'
A lt
,
M
t
Vt
residents now living outside of the purpose of electing delegates to the
WIFE OF BISHOP NEELY
snid
affected
who
and
be
would
on
convention
limits
State
to
be
held
city
DEAD AT NEW ORLEANS.
by such an extension to petition this the Sth day of March, 1912, as aforeOn Her Way Home to Philadelphia council for such an extension before said, at which the basis of represenany action on the matter be taken by tation shall be one delegate for each
With Her Husband From the
Motion seconded and one hundred votes, or a fraction therethis council.
City of Mexico.
of of fifty or more, cast for the Repubcarried.
A claim for personal injuries, was lican candidate for governor of the
(By Special Leased V? ire to New Mexican)
elecNew Orleans, La., Feb. 27. Mrs. presented to the council signed by State of New Mexico at the late
tion held on the 7th day of November,
J.
M.
her
Mrs.
Luna
J.
agent
through
Elizabeth Hickman Neely, wife of
D. Sena, said claim being for physical 1911, and one delegate at large from
Bishop Thomas B. Neely of the Methattend- each county in addition, 'upon which
odist Episcopal church, died last and mental suffering, tomedical
the total sum basis the representation at the State
ance, etc., amounting
returnand
Mrs.
Neely
night. Bishop
.
of $582.95.
The claimant sets forth convention of the Republican party
ed from Mexico City yesterday where
on the 25th day of August last of the State of New Mexico, to be
that
he presided over the Mexican confershe was thrown out of a buggy held on March 8th, 1912, from the
ence. She was 60 years old, and a past
near the parks owned by the city of several counties of the State, shall
The body Santa
native of Philade.phia.
Fe, that the horse she was driv- be as follows:
will be taken mto Philadelphia.
Delegates
ing became scared with a bundle of
19
wire which was laying in the middje Bernalillo
" - i- V "" --"7
7
John Runny, in Vanity Fair tomor- of the street and placed there by the Chaves
17
Colfax
row night at the Elks'. Don't miss it. officers of the city of.Santa Fe.
4
Three big reals.
v
Upon motion duly seconded and car- - Curry
14
Dona Ana
5
Eddy
12
Grant
11
Guadalupe
TRUE FRIEND.
8
Lincoln
THOMAS P. GABLE,
4
Luna
He Knew What Food Alone Would Do.
New Mexico's Efficient and Enthusiastic Game and Fish Warden.
6
McKinley
Mora
15
"Three years ago my brother was
6
Otero
suddenly attacked with acute stomach
9
Receipts 1,500, including 300 southtrouble that ultimately reduced him to
Quay
erns. Market 10 to 20 cents higher.
20
a mere skeleton. He consulted three
Rio Arriba
Native steers
4
Roosevelt
5.508.10.; southern
physicians and two specialists but
steers $5(5 6.50; southern cows and
6
Sandoval
Closing Quotations.
they gave him no relief.
New York, Feb. 27. Call money heifers ?3(&5; native cows and heifers
5
San Juan
"Eating ordinary food, even the
2
2 ;
; $:.756.50;
(ft 4
Prime paper 3
SO
San Miguel
stockers and feeders $4.25
smallest quantity, meant for him terriSilver 581-2- ; Mexican dollars 47; Cop- (56.40; bulls $3.75.5.40; calves $4.50
18
Santa Fe
ble pain "Which kept up until he had
Tin 43.3543.50;
6
7.50; western steers $5g7.25; westper 14.07
Sierra
vomited almost all of the food up
661-2- ;
ern cows $35.23.
Lead 44.10; Amalgamated
22
Socorro
again.
Atchison 104; Great
14
Taos
Sugar 119
"He tried many prepared foods but
Market a
Hogs
Receipts 4.000.
10
Northern 1291-4- ; New York Central to 10c higher. Bulk of sales $6.05
Torrance
not one of them seemed to help, and
110
117:
Pacific
Northern
14
Reading C.30; heavy $6.25("6.37
Union
he said they even aggravated his troupackers
153
Southern Pacific 107
19
Valencia
and butchers $6.15(ft6.35; lights $5.80
ble, and when a friend urged him to
601-8- ;
1641-2- ;
Steel
Pacific
Union
s
Grape-Nuthe bluntly refused.
6.2o; pigs $4.255.50.
try
305
Steel, pfd 1081-4- .
This friend being persistent went out
Market
4,000.
Sheep
Receipts
subLead
and
of
All
contest
shall
be
notice
Spelter.
-and bought a package of Grape-NutMuttons $3.504.75;
Iambs
steady.
27.
Lead
Feb.
the
St.
mitted in writing setting forth
Louis, Mo.,
fed wethers and yearlings
prepared a small amount of it and
!$5.25(g6.40;
spelter quiet, $4&o.50; fed ewes $2.504.10.
ground of contest, which must be quiet, 3.92
actually urged him until he ate it with
filed with the Secretary of the State $C.556.57
some cream. The results were pleasChicago.
Central Committee at least two days
Kansas City.
ant; for the first time in a long, long
Chicago, Feb. 27. Cattle Receipts
before the meeting of said convenKansas City, Mo., Feb. 27. Cattle
time he had found food that would
4,500. Market strong, 10 g20c higher
tion.
stay on his stomach.
Beeves $58.50; Texas steers $4.70
All county conventions must he
"Not only that, but the Grape-Nut- s
New Tuberculosis Remedy 5.90; western
of
4th
the
steers $57.10; stock
than
not
held
later
day
rapidly'brought him back to health. He
ers and feeders $46.30; cows and
March, 1912.
Based on Medicine
lived on Grape-Nut- s
and cream the folheifers $2.206.70; calves $3.50
VENCESLAO
To Biiv thut a sifitic exists tor the
lowing week and nothing else and the
cure of Consumption is perhaps too strong
7 75.
Chairman.
effects were magical, and the following
a statement, but in Eckmnn's Alterative
the
HERBERT W. CLARK, Secretary.
we have a meilii ine Ibat litis
Market
Hogs
three months he ate almost nothing
Receipts 15,000.
means of Having many a life to years
firm, 5 to 10c up. Light $6.056.37
of usefulness, ami in permanently curing
else, taking absolutely no medicine,
lnrue number of ("oitsmnotives.
mixed $6.106.4O; heavy $6.10 6.45;
and in that short time not only was
Assaulted an Officer Mateo Alarid a Certainly
a person ufHlcted with a wastwith
his health entirely regained, but his
rough $6.106.2a; pigs $4.40(6.15;
was given sixty days in the county ing disease shouhl be well fed
but
food,
bulk of sales $6.256.40.
wholesome, nourishing
weight also and today he is strong and
raw ecus In quantities cause a
jail at hard labor by Police MagisIn perfect health once more."
Name
breakdown, and then no food
Market
Sheep
Receipts 15,000.
trate Jose Maria Garcia, in default of digestive
nourishes. As tor milk, a very good food
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
strong to 10c up. Native $3.404.90;
$40 fino and costs, for resisting an for many, but a producer of biliousness
Mich.
tor some.
yearlings $55.SO;
lambs, native
officer, Policeman Jose Cienfuegos.
Anv diet that keeps a Consumptive well
When trouble comes from improper
nourished is the right one, but what A-Is $4.507; western $57.1o.
Police Magistrate Garcia is determfood no medicine can cure until that
to cure the patient? Kekmnu's
Cotton.
ined to give the limit of the law to going
lterative has cured and Is curing many
improper food and its effects have
those speak
New York, Feb.
Cotton spot
those breaking city ordinances and in a case of Consumption.
Here is a specimen:
been corrected by a "change of diet to
closed quiet 10 points higher. MidN. Y.
check the drunkenness .and who know.Savannah St.. Rochester.
to
order
Grape-Nutfood.
the proper
I was dling
being
On June
"Gentlemen:
ll7, peritoniuplands 10.45; middling gulf
rowdyism among young men on the operated
upon for Tubercular
absolutely the most nourishing and the
No sales.
Rochester.
street.
St.
tis
Hospital.
Mary's
at
most digestible food in the world,
N Y'
After the operation my physician
I was then
work wonders in such times, as a ten
gave me up as hopeless. Eckman
A Warning Against Wet Feet.
s Ato take
by a priest
Fair Weather It was fair yester- urged
I
days' trial proves.
did. My weight at the
and chilled feet usually affect
Wet
lterative, which
to Improve and
Get the little book, "The Road to
day, is fair today and the weather time was 72 lbs. inI began
health and strength. the mucous membrane of the nose,'
steadily
gained
fair
will
continue
it
bureau predicts
Wellville," in pKgs.
I now' weigh 125 lbs., and am absolutely
throat and lungs, and la grippe, brontomorrow. The maximum shade tem- cured. Believing I owe it to mjiself and chitis or
may result.
statement."
pneumonia
this
make
I
others
KDNA FINZFH.
perature yesterday was SO degrees
Watch carefully,
(Signed Affidavit
the
particularly
Eckman's Alterative Is effective in Bronand sun temperature 52 degrees.
chitis Asthma. Hay Fever: Throat and children, and for the racking stubwas
the
snow
of
in
the
The depth
upbuilding
yesterday
born coughs giv Fole's ILone? aft
Lung Troubles,not and
contain poisons, opiates
Ioes
three inches. J. M. C. Chaves and system.
drugs. Ask for booklet Tar Compound. It soothes the inor
to Eckman
other visitors from Rio Arriba county, of cured cases and write for
flamed membranes,
heals the
and
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
evlmore
Pa.,
report a much heavier fall north of Laboratory, Philadelphia.
cough quickly. Take no substitute.
here.
For sale by all druggist'.
tVS Zoo&'s Pharmacy. 8nU Zfe
Anglo-Anie.rica- n

n

new-treat-

t,

j

j

New-Mexic-

j

Ros-we-

"v,

1

Mr

:.vV''-m-

-

f

MARKETkEPORT
4

8

4

and

Grape Nuts

FOOD

Should

jaramillo.

Know

One

z.

1M

10.-7-

,

Another

j

"There's a Reason"

habit-formin- g

I

i

mive

a

1A7

Druggists refund money
i; fails io cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig-- l
t. at m e is on each box.
25c.

I

V

A.

W

L.

.

1

INQUIRY
FOR RENT " loomed
INTO STANDARD OIL. laiige. D. s. Lowitzki.

NATION-WID-

ft

MX

house with

i
j

Suiti YOK RKNT Niceiy furnished room.
Ruling of Judge in Waters-PiercHolds Quite a Number of
Inquire New Mexican.
Possibilities.
Teachers
wanted for
(By Sip.
L.:il Win- ). N. w
27.
Circuit schi.ols. Address 1). T. Baldwin, San
St. Louis, Mo.. Feb.
Antonio, Texas.
Judge Kinsey unlay by overruling
decision of Special
Coumiissioni r
WAXTKD Good reliable boy to
lei-McDonald, before whom deposi('rive milk wagon. Apply Capital City
tions were being taken in the
Oil legal battle, untie-i- Dairy, Uishop's ranch. Phone.
possible for the Pierce taction to
A couple
WAN'TKl)
housekeeping
go into the history of the Standard!
oil Company's connection with the! rooms; must be modern and close in.
Waters-PiercOil Company ami ire'-i- Apply, !u4 Grant uve. Tel., Black 57.
business history of the three men.
:
FOR SALE Good clean stock
of
'"oposed bv the standard as direriors
merchandise, located in good
cl the Waters-Pierce- .
and on railroad, good business
that a wide'
The court declared
V. Lyden,
scepe should be given in the inquiry opportunity. Address E. T.
antecedents of th"i N. M.
!,r.d that the
stock which the Standar dvoted at
as assistant
the annua! meeting of the Waters-- , . .WANTED Situation
bookkeeper or plumber's apprentice
Pierce could be shown.
Some experience in both. Handy at
The question arose in a mandamus
Ed.
242
Phillips,
Agua
suit filed by the Standard to compel anything.
Fria
Street.
votes:
to
count
the
faction
the Pierce
The Waters-Piercof the Standard.
FOR SALE One good team 7 and
in answering alleged
faction
thej S years old,
set wagon harness in
Standard in seeking to maintain a
in
wagon
trust in violation of the United States;' good condition,
fair condition.
Whole outfit goes
decision.
dissolution
court
supreme
if taken at once. See Valentine
Attorneys of the two factions differ; cheap
as to the importance of the ruling of Medrano, S. Galisteo SI.
Judge Kinsey.
ROOMS FOTv RENT One, three,
"The ruling merely is on the admisor
five nice, new, comfortable rooms
and
of
evidence
more,''
nothing
sibility
for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
a Standard Oil attorney said.
An attorney for the Pierce inter- Large, handsome dining room, excepests said the decisio nopens the way tionally nice and well suited for
for a nation-widinquiry into the hoarders.
charges that have been mare relative
TYPEWRJ TERS.
t the perpetuation of a combine.
Cleaned, atljusred and repaired. Ne
Ribbons and supr
platens furnished.
Department of the Interior,
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
United Slates Laud Office.
ar" rented. Standard makes handled.
Santa Fe, X. M., 'eb. S, 1912.
All repair work and typewrite8 guar(013M7.)
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter E
12, 1911.
Republication.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- change. Phone 23.
lowing named claimant has filed noAGENTS Triple- - War Hosiery
tice of his intention to make final
proof under sections 16 and 17 of the The best paying proposition ever
for six months.
Act of March 3, 1S91, (26 Stats., 834
guaranteed
as amended by the Act of February Write for special offer C pair FREE.
Beautiful
line.
21, 1S93 (27 Stats., 470) in support of Everybody
buys.
his claim 3253, serial 013817, for tract Credit given. Write for exclusive
1, sees. 21 and 2S, and tract 2, in sec. territory. Triple-WeaHosiery Mills,
2S, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M. & B. Franklin and Girard Avenue,
PhilaN.
viz: Donaciano Lucero of Cuba,
delphia, Pa. Mention in answering
M.
this advertisement. Dept. M. 21.
Said proof will be made before the
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names the following wit
nesses to prove his actual, continuous
MASONIC.
adverse possession of said land for
Montezuma
Lodgi
twenty years next preceding the sur
No. 1. A. F. & A. M.
vey of the township, viz.:
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casaus, both
Regular commun.'
cation first Monday
of Cuba, N. M.
of each month at
Any person who desires to protest
Masonic - Hall
a
against the allowance of said proof, or
7.30.
who knows of any substantial reason
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M,
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof CHAS. E. UNNEK. Secretary.
should not be allowed, will be given
Santa re Chapter Ne,
an opportunity at the above mention-ei- '
1, R. A. M. Regular
time and place to
convocation second
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub-- !
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
mitted by the claimant; and especial
7:30 p. m.
notice is hereby given to Manual Ara-goCHAS. A. WHEELON,
y Lucero, claimant of claim 1303,
serial 013791, which conflicts with tho
H P
land herein described as to .47 of an ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
acre or tract of 2 of the claim 3253, of
Santa Fe Commander)
oj.portunity afforded him at the above
No. 1. K. T. Reguiai
mentioned time and place.
conclave fourth Mon-MANUEL R. OTERO,
e

j

j

-

e

ch

j

com-iniini-

e

j

1

e

,

r

Fraternal Societies

cross-examin- e

Register

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS

7

r"

Masonic. Hal)

at

7:SC

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
W. E, GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe tdge oi
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry meeti on
third Monday of each montt
at 7:30 o clock in the evening ta
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10 Masonic
side of Plata,
Hall, south
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to Visiting Potlsh Rite Masons ar oo
conect with No. 1 westbound and No. dlally Invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
2 eastbound.
Venerable Master.
6
m.
at
arrive
Santa
Fe
p.
Returning
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con- HENRY F. STEPHENS, 31
Secretary.
nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
The following are the time tablet
the local railroads:
"A. T. & a. Pi Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect "with No. 3
the
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
of

eastbound.

Returning arrive at Santa

B. P. O. E.

Fe at

Santa Fe Lodge

8:35 p. m.

P.

the second and fourth
of eaca
Wednesday
month. Visitine broth
er are inviteo and

arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30

m.

No.

460, B. P. O. E. holdf
its regular session ox

ueeve Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con
oect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9

fr

the Belen cut-of- f
Passengers
welcome.
and Pecos Valley points should now
CARL A. BISHOP.
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7:20 J. D.
SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
as heretoior. Connection leaves AlSecretary.
t 7:55 r. m. Instead of
buquerque
2:20 a. m.
F. W. FARMER
D. & ft. Q. By.
Homestead No.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nort..
2879.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
Brotherhood
of
New exco central Ry.
American Yeomen
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
Meets
Seconrt
2 east and 1 south and
west
and Fourth Thuro
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
day i. Fireman'!
from No. 3 ee.it.
Hall. H. Foremab,
A. E. P. Robinson.
Cor. iec. Fred F.
Alarid.
PANHANDLE

SB

Santa Fe Came

STOCKMAN'S

EL PASO, TEXAS,

March 5, 6 and 7, 1912,

$16.10
Rate from

13514,

SNS&tV
bore welcome.

Round Trip

a.

Tues-

Hall. Vistinir Eelvh.

Crntul

Santa Fe
6673,

Camp No.
R. N. A. meeU

first Tuesday of each
month; social meeting
third Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,

Dates of Sale, Mar. i, 4, 5, 1912.
Return Limit, Mar. II, 1912.

fare from
all Stations in New Mexico.
H.S.LUTZ, Atrent,
SANTA FE, N. M.

W.

day each month an
cfal meeUn
UJr

L. G. WHITTIEE,
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

SANTA FE.NEWMKXICO
One and

M.

meets second.

one-fif- th

Or&clc
MAGGIE

L. FRIDAY, Recorder.

too.
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GERMAN-MILLE-

ress

D

We have just unloaded another
car, and for

FLOUR

the answer to

A LIMITED TIME,

every Baking Problem.

Its

hi

rer-Whit-

to introduce this High Grade Patent and BEST

er

0F

arvd More Uriforrr.
Made by LARABEES

Famous

GERMAN

ALL FL0URS

PROCESS.

we are

c

C

CT 1

sins

to make a

1,

IN EVERY SACK.- -

SAVE THE COUPONS
will refund your money

if

AND get a

Dinner Set of Fine China like the one in our show
window, or some of the premiums in Roarers & Sons' Silverware. We
46-Pie- ce

not entirely satisfactory.

F. ANDREWS.

Phone No. 4.

night, at bare cost. A small contribution, say from fifty businessmen
each, will do the miracle, and there
is not a businessman who should refuse. The New Mexican
Printing
Company has again put down its subGaspar avenue. Apply to John W.
its place of busiscription an
Mayes, Room 24, Laughlin Building, ness is not. onhough
Plaza
and not withthe
194.
Black
Phone
Don't fail to see those good pictures in sight ol the Welcome Arch and every other business concern
should
tonight at the Elks'.
feel the same way about it.
Berrier,
Boy Killed Joel
FOR SALE Five show cases, must
aged 20 years, was killed by being
be sold at once. Bargain. O. C. Wat-secaught in the flywheel of a gasoline
& Co.
engine on his father's dairy farm. One
Use the "Never Smear" Ink Pad,
arm was torn from its socket, the
other was broken, as were also both
thighs. Berrier died after a few
hours.
Don't Mutilate your tent this summer, but use a Hanlon Ventilator and
stove pipe ring at GOEBELS.
Probate Court Session Monday
C'anuto Alarid, judge of the probate
court, announces that there will be a
session of the court next Monday at
the county court house which will last
t'ut the one day. Those having busi
ness before this court are asked to be
Croning was sentenced to county jail
at Albuquerque yesterday upon confessing to the taking of money from
the Capital Bar.
FOR SALE Residence, first door
south of Methodist church on Don

n

and do away with the blurred impression of your rubber stamp. For sale
in all colors as well as the ink to be
used with them, at the New Mexican
Printing Company.
ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE SANTA FE CLUB.
The annual meeting of the Santa Fe
Club will be held at the club house on
Monday, March 4th, 1912, at 8 o'clock
p m. A full attendance is requested.
Business, election of officers and committees for the ensuing year.
R. J. PALEX, President.
Dated March 4.

Are You Tired?

ROGERS SILVERWARE

A

COUPON

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1912.

Phone No.. 4.

in

the old furniture,
or its color ? Make it
Of

look like new, finish

attendance.

it with

FOR SALE
lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horse power and one "L
horse power Leffel Engine, 3rst cla-condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of cirrying
75 pounds of steam. pa35 ;i upon
by:
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a ,"0 jrallon gasoline tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items v. il"; be sold cheap
if taken at once. If i:ner.?3ieil
the New Mexic-t'Printing Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Vanity Fair tomorrow night at the
Elks'.
People Who Frequent Zook's may
enjoy Johnston's Candy fresh.
Funeral of Mr . Siegner This afternoon at three o'clock the funeral of
Mrs. Fred Siegner took place from her
late residence on lower San Francisco
street. There was a large funeral cortege and interment vis made in the
Odd Fellows plot of Fairview cemetery, the War' Department having refused permission of burial in the National cemetery until after the death
of her husband.
The First Regimental band, of which Professor Siegner
was leader for many years, accompa
nied the funeral to the cemetery. The
undertaking establisharment had charge of the funeral
A

SUNSHINE

s

The best sign for a meat market?

.

SPITZ,

THE JEWFLER.
HEADQUATERS
FOR

Watches
and

A

ally.

If

'

c

Numerous customers!
We Endeavor

"Time Pieces That Are

Just

As Possible!

WEIGHTS

LOWEST

Reliable."

watch-Leav-

On You

AND

PRICES

Are Worth A Short Wait Occasionally,

BUT

FLOWERS

It Will Be No Longer Than
Necessary Here!

AT THE

CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.

Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
DOWN TOWN STAND

IN BUTT

IIP.

To correct a mistaken Impression
Mrs. K. L. Brown desires to an
nounce that she is in no way
connected with the Santa Fe Electric
She is as heretofore the
Laundry.
the
agent for the Imperial Laundry,
best laundry in the whole Southwest,
and is at all times ready to give her
service
patrons the same
and courteous treatment as hereto
fore.
Johnston's Candies always fresh at
Zook's.
.FOR SALE Rhode Island Red eggs
for setting. Call 131 De Vargas St.
Tonight at the Elks', Billy's Flute,
Love's Labor Lost, and Why He Gave

Plaza Market Co.

BROS.' DRUG STORE.

s

up.

THE BEST MEATS

HONEST

bnce a year. It will increase the
life and accuracy of your
your watch with 'us

to Wait

As Promptly

Clocks.

you will consider t!iat the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning

ROUND

first-clas-

HIGH-GRAD- E

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

THE DAILY

SCOgflY MARKS'?
:
"w

Phone 92.

at Tucson
Tucson,
Snowballing
Arizona, reports the unusual sight of
a snowball battle in its streets by
children going home from school.
Basket Ball Game on Saturday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock between High
School team and Eighth Grade. Admission 10 and 15 cents.
Valuable Horse Dropped Dead A
valuable horse belonging to the Capital City coal yard, dropped dead last
night in its stable on the south side.
Don't fail to see thse good pictures
tonight at the Elks'.
Reginald McKenzie Given DTvorce
Reginald McKenzie, formerly a businessman at Santa Fe, was granted a
divorce at Albuquerque from his wife,
Mrs. Adele J. McKenzie. The decree
wa.? by default.
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall
with six tables pays well. Must be
sold at once Price $1200. 0. C. Watson Co.
Stole Money From Saloon Mert

Used for all interior work

where any varnish stain is
wanted.
Brightens woodwork, furniture, beds, floors, tables
and shelving.

Put up in all colors, in onehalf pint to
one gallon cans.

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

1533

D.

5. LOMZKI,

Akers-Wagn-

rangements.
Rev. B.

Z.

Furniture and

McCollough of the First

Presbyterian church officiated.

Each Week Zook's receive a ship
ment of Johnston's candy from the

Qeenswar- e.-

factory.
Why He Gave Up.. You will laugh
till you are unie in
e face. Tonight
at the EIks'.
Plaza Enterprising
Light Up the
businessmen are subscribing
to a
fund to light up the Plaza during the
The
legislative session.
Capital
should be a city of lights duringthe
legislature, at least, and the Santa
Fe Water and Light Company, has
agreed to furnish the electricity for
lighting up the Welcome Arch ell

CASH PAID FORj

Secondhand Goods
A NEW

T.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments

at

the Right Price!
i

e

Tot

I1

aster Stilt

EASTER SUNDAY IS APRIL 7, AND IT WILL BE HERE VERY SOON,

'Iplf
'

itso

even before you realize
On that one day of all days, when every true
what you ought to do
don't"put off until
women takes special pride in her dress, WHEN THE LATEST SPRING FASHIONS ARE ON PARADE, you ought to have a garment that
is a bit different from the resta garment that lends distinction to your figure. There is only one way to get that perfect fitthat
'
BY THE AMERICAN LADIES' TAILORING CO., OF CHICAGO
supreme style-ha- ve
your EASTER GARMENTS TAILORED-TO-ORDE- R
at a remarkably low price.
A MASTER TAILORING

to-morr- ow

to-da-

SERVICE III OUR STORE NOW!

y.

YOU NEED NOT GO TO CHICAGO OR NEW YORK TO GET THE
BEST STYLES OR THE FINEST FABRICS-w- hv
thev are all on

display right now in our store. The largest variety imaginable. The prices are so low they will amaze you. SATISFACTION ASSURED.
We take your measure and guarantee to deliver a perfect fitting, faultlessly tailored garment promptly. Every detail will be exactly as
v
you order it. This we assure you.

JllS
f 1"

j

fulfill mK

JiJ

111

Suits, $16.50 and up.
Coats,

12.00

"

"

Dresses, $15.00 and up.
6.50 " "
Skirts,

SPRING MODELS, over 200 Fabrics and 60 Silks on display, so you ought to come
early and make an early choiceit's too good to miss.
This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes

MATHA5M SALMOM

